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Executive Summary 

This deliverable documents the status of the SAM Work Package 6 system components at 
the end of the second prototyping phase. The following components are documented in 
this deliverable: 

Task Component Prototype Deliverable Deliverable Section 

T6.2 Context Control: Context Manager 
D6.2.2 

Section 3 

Context Control: Community Manager Section 4 

T6.3 Social Components D6.3.2 Section 5 

T6.4 Analytics: Business Intelligence 
D6.4.2 

Section 6 

Analytics: Social Mining Section 7 

Figure 1: Components Documented in this Deliverable 

As shown in the table in Figure 1, activities in tasks T6.2 and T6.4 have been split into two 
sections each, reflecting the two main activities that are part of the respective tasks. 

For each of the components, this deliverable: 

 Describes the implementation status of the prototype component 

 Provides information necessary for installing and using the developed prototype 
component (including installation prerequisites) 

 Reports on research activities carried out during prototype development 

 Defines performance targets to be met by the component at the end of prototype 
development and reports on the status achieved at the end of this prototyping iteration 

The information in this deliverable will be updated in the follow-on deliverable D6.9.3 which 
reports on the results of the third and final prototyping phase, and the information provided 
in that final deliverable will supersede the information reported in this deliverable and the 
previous deliverable D6.9.1. 
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1 Introduction  

SAM – Dynamic Social and Media Content Syndication for 2nd Screen – is a project funded 
by the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Commission under Grant 
Agreement No. 611312. It provides a content delivery platform for syndicated data to be 
consumed in a contextualised social way through 2nd Screen devices. 

1.1 SAM Project Overview 

The current generation of Internet-connected devices has changed the way 
users interact with media. Previously, users were restricted to being passive and 
unidirectional consumers; now, they are proactive and interactive media users. They 
can comment on and rate a television show or film and search for related information 
regarding cast and crew, facts and trivia or even filming locations. They do this with both 
friends and wider social communities through the so-called “2nd Screen”. 

Another related phenomenon is “Content Syndication”, which is a field of marketing where 
digital content is created once and delivered to consumers through various different 
marketing channels (devices, markets and stakeholders) simultaneously, enabling efficient 
content control, delivery and feedback. 

However, the 2nd Screen phenomenon has grown in a disorderly manner. Tools supplied 
by the media provider companies (e.g. as mobile or tablet apps) limit the 
potential outreach and, as a result, users are not enjoying relevant contextual syndicated 
information. European enterprises wishing to provide services have limited methods of 
receiving feedback, restricting the business intelligence that can be extracted and applied 
in order to profit from and enrich this growing market. 

SAM is reshaping the current disorganised 2nd Screen ecosystem by developing an 
advanced social media delivery platform based on 2nd Screen and Content Syndication 
within a social media context. This is achieved by providing open and standardised means 
of characterising, discovering and syndicating media assets interactively. Users will be 
able to consume and prosume digital assets from different syndicated sources and 
synchronised devices (e.g. connected televisions), creating more fulfilling experiences 
around the original media assets. 

The SAM vision that is now becoming reality sees the former, out-dated system of users 
searching for the information they desire replaced with a new approach where information 
reaches users on their 2nd Screen using content syndication. This is enriched through the 
creation of dynamic social communities related to the user and digital asset context (e.g. 
profiles, preferences and devices connected). These are continuously evolving social 
spaces where people share interests, socialise and build virtual communities. SAM will 
enable syndication of comments, ratings, facts, recommendations and new information 
that will enrich and energise the virtual community as well as enhance personalised 
knowledge and satisfaction. 

1.2 Deliverable Purpose, Scope and Context 

The purpose of this deliverable is to summarise the achievements of the second 
prototyping phase for the Work Package 6 software components and to provide user 
instructions for installing, configuring and using the respective software components. Each 
component is developed in three iterations with delivery months M19, M25 and M31. At 
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the completion of each iteration, software deliverable artefacts are created for the 
prototypes and a new report deliverable of the D6.9.x series is created. 

As this deliverable is a public reporting deliverable, some information that is considered 
commercially sensitive may have been omitted. 

1.3 Document Status and Target Audience 

This deliverable is the second iteration of the D6.9.x series. This public deliverable is 
intended for use within the project and will also be made available to the interested public 
via the SAM project website. 

1.4 Abbreviations and Glossary 

A definition of common terms and roles related to the realisation of SAM as well as a list of 
abbreviations is available in the SAM Glossary. 

Further information can be found at 
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Glossary. 

1.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken into the following sections: 

 Section 1 (Introduction): Provides an overview over the deliverable and the related 
pilot implementations 

 Section 2 (Introduction to Work Package 6): Introduces the general objectives and 
software components of concern in Work Package 6 

 Section 3 (Context Representation): Describes the Context Manager subcomponent 
developed in T6.2 

 Section 4 (Dynamic Communities): Describes the Dynamic Communities 
subcomponent developed in T6.2 

 Section 5 (Social Components): Describes the Social Components developed in T6.3 

 Section 6 (Business Intelligence): Describes the Business Intelligence 
subcomponent developed in T6.4 

 Section 7 (Social Mining): Describes the Social Mining subcomponent developed 
in T6.4 

 Section 8 (Document Summary): Briefly summarises the deliverable and the work 
package and references upcoming related deliverables 

Sections 3 to 7 are structured according to the common subsection outline used for all 
SAM x.9.x deliverables: 

 Scope and Relationship: Describes the scope of the implementation at the end of the 
prototyping cycle reported on in the deliverable and recalls the relationships with other 
components of SAM 

 Requirements and Preparations: Documents the prerequisites for installing and 
running the respective prototype implementation 

 Installation: Provides instructions for how to install and – if necessary – configure the 
prototype implementation for all relevant user groups 

 Execution and Usage: Outlines how the component can be accessed and used by the 
respectively relevant user groups 

http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Glossary
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 Limitations and Further Developments: Notes specific limitations that are relevant 
for users of the prototype given the functionalities provided by the prototype component 
overall and summarises the key improvements of the next prototype release 

 Research Background: Provides information on research activities undertaken during 
the prototyping period and lists relevant related scientific work 

 Target Performance: Defines technical performance targets for the component and 
reports progress achieved for the respective prototype release as applicable 

 Summary: Summarises the status of the implementation at the end of the respective 
prototype iteration 

1.6 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

The following prototypes, all submitted in month 25, are discussed in this deliverable: 

 D6.2.2 “Information Analysis for Context-Based Dynamic Communities Creation (2nd 
Prototype)” 

 D6.3.2 “Social Elements Integration Techniques (2nd Prototype)” 

 D6.4.2 “Life Reporting and Feedback System (2nd Prototype)” 
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2 Introduction to Work Package 6 

This section summarises the organisation of WP6 and outlines the software components 
that are being produced within the scope of this work package. Detailed information on the 
individual components and their key subcomponents is provided in sections 3 to 7. 

WP6 focuses on context analysis and representation as well as the creation and 
management of dynamic social communities. In addition, it includes the component 
necessary for the integration of external Social Media services. It furthermore integrates 
content usage analytics in the form of Business Analytics applied to 2nd Screen interaction 
and Social Media mining in order to gain insights from user interactions and reactions in 
Social Media. 

The specific objectives of the work package that are relevant for this deliverable in the 
Description of Work are: 

 To create a context analysis mechanism for the detection of context changes and the 
creation of dynamic communities and sub-communities (T6.2) 

 To implement basic social tools and interfaces to build dynamic social networks (T6.3) 

 To realise an advanced analysis framework for Business Intelligence (BI) and Social 
Media mining of data (T6.4) 

WP6 will deliver a set of three components that will address these requirements. Figure 2 
below highlights the contributions to the overall architecture that are provided by WP6. 

 

Figure 2: SAM WP6 Components in the Context of the SAM Platform 

As can be seen on the figure, the following components are being developed within the 
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 Context Control, with the two major subcomponents Context Manager and Community 
Manager, developed in task T6.2 

 Social Components, which use and extend the SocIoS Social Media integration API1 in 
order to integrate external Social Media and SAM dynamic communities, developed in 
task T6.3 

 Analytics, with the two major subcomponents Business Intelligence and Social Mining, 
developed in task T6.4 

The work in WP6 (as well as in the other development WPs) is managed by using the agile 
Scrum methodology. A dedicated WP6 Scrum board has been created in the SAM JIRA 
task management system. The WP6 Lead (UoR) manages the Scrum board and acts as 
the Scrum Master for WP6 Scrum sprints.  

 

Figure 3: WP6 Scrum Board 

Sprints are executed in monthly iterations; JIRA stories and tasks are linked to specific 
requirements identified and defined in D2.3 “User Stories and Requirements”.  

A Sprint planning meeting is held at the beginning of each sprint in order to plan the next 
monthly Sprint development activities and discuss priorities or reschedule tasks not 
completed in the previous Sprint. A Sprint review meeting is held together with each Sprint 
planning meeting in order to determine the achievements of each Sprint and in order to 
identify potential improvements (if necessary) in the way of working. Regular online 
meetings during Sprints are used in order to coordinate partner activities. 

A reporting deliverable of the D6.9.x series will accompany each of the three prototype 
release milestones (in months M19, M25, M31) with an updated release of this report. 

                                            
1
 https://github.com/SocIoSEUProject/SocIoS 

https://github.com/SocIoSEUProject/SocIoS
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3 Context Representation 

This section describes the second prototype of the Context Manager subcomponent, part 
of the Context Control (CC) component. 

3.1 Scope and Relationship 

With respect to the Context Representation, the Context Control sub-components are 
responsible for storing and managing context information used across the SAM Platform. 
The core component for context-related operations is the Context Manager that collects 
contextual information from Social Media, including SAM dynamic communities, the 
Syndicator and the Dashboard, stores it according to an extended W3C Social Web 
Working Group2 context model (the successor to the OpenSocial3 format) and makes it 
available when another SAM component requests it. Figure 4 shows the different 
subcomponents that realise the Context Representation operations along with the 
connections between them and the interactions with other SAM components. The 
subcomponents of concern in this section are the Listener subcomponents, the Context 
Manager and the Context Data Analyser. 

 

 

Figure 4: The Context Control Component 

                                            
2
 http://www.w3.org/blog/2014/12/opensocial-foundation-moves-standards-work-to-w3c-social-web-activity/ 

3
 https://github.com/opensocial 
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For further descriptions of the functional and technical foundations of these 
subcomponents, please refer to the deliverables D3.2.1 Section 4.6 (Global Architecture 
Definition), D3.2.2 Section 4.7 (Functional Specification) and D3.3.1 Section 3.7 (Technical 
Specification). 

The first prototype implemented part of the Context Manager subcomponent, which served 
as the middleware between context data sources and the components that consume 
context data. In the first prototype, the Context Manager stored basic Person and Asset 
profile information. Functionalities were exposed through a REST API with CRUD (Create-
Read-Update-Delete) operations performed on Person and Asset profiles.  

The aforementioned tasks are summarised in the following table:  

Subcomponent Task 

Context Manager  Development of the required software infrastructure including: 

 Storage of the user profile (Person), the SAM Asset profile (Asset) 
and the connections between them 

 Basic CRUD operations applied to Person and Asset profiles 

 Development of RESTful Web Service interface facade 

Figure 5: Tasks Completed for the First Prototype Release 

 

The second prototype of the Context Control includes the extension of the Context 
Manager subcomponent by creating a more complete data model for contextual 
information with fields such as location, and by extending the REST API with additional 
methods for receiving input from and providing data to other SAM components. The 
Context Manager has been extended to accommodate new functionalities required by 
other SAM components. The various Listeners are responsible for the acquisition of data 
from the Generic Dashboard and the Social Components. To this end, the User and 
Content Data Listeners have implemented and also connected to the Generic Dashboard.  

The User and Content Data Listeners are responsible for ingesting user and content 
related data from the Dashboard and, in turn, to provide them to the Context Manager for 
further processing. Similarly, the Social Data Listener has been integrated with the Social 
Components to acquire information for user generated content.  

What is more, the first steps towards the analysis of contextual information have been 
made. The information from the listeners is relayed to the Context Data Analyser for 
further inspection. This component analyses the raw contextual data with the support of 
Semantic Services for sentiment analysis when this is required in order to enrich the user 
profile with contextual information. In addition, the Context Data Analyser prepares the 
Context Manager responses when specific contextual information is requested.  

The aforementioned tasks are summarised in the following table:  
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Subcomponent Task 

Context Manager  Extensions of the Context Manager: 

 Extension of the user context profile to store the location history of the 
user 

 A property timestamp added to store when a user consumes an Asset 

 A method to return popular Assets in each country has been 
implemented 

 Development of RESTful Web Service interface façade 

 Integration with the Interconnection Bus 

Listeners  Implementation of the User Data Listener to ingest user related data from 
the Generic Dashboard 

 Implementation of the Content Data Listener to acquire information for the 
consumed assets in the Generic Dashboard 

 Implementation of the Social Data Listener to acquire information from the 
Social Components for user generated content 

Context Data Analyser  Initial implementation for the Context Data Analyser to perform operations 
for analysis of contextual information 

 Integration with Semantic Services for sentiment analysis 

Figure 6: Tasks Completed for the Second Prototype Release 

3.2 Requirements and Preparations 

This section provides information on technical and non-technical requirements for 
developers as well as the software prerequisites for the installation of the second prototype 
of the Context Control component. 

3.2.1 For Developers 

From an architectural point of view, the Context Manager subcomponent is a module 
whose functionalities are utilised SAM-internally. The release of the second prototype 
provides a set of RESTful interfaces so as to present these functionalities visually and 
show the progress achieved towards the realisation of the SAM project goals. 

In order to deploy the Web Service of the Context Control component, Oracle Java 74 or 
later and Apache Tomcat 8.05 are required. The source code is available on the SAM Git 
repository maintained by the SAM consortium. 

3.3 Installation (Deployment) 

The Context Control component is configured in the SAM Jenkins Continuous Integration 
Server6, which automatically deploys it to the SAM server where the RESTful Interfaces 
can be tested.  

For deployment on a new server, the following steps should be followed: 

1. Download the source code from the Git repository. The project is available under the 
“Context Management” folder 

2. Open a terminal window and navigate to the directory containing the source files of the 
project. Alternatively, the project can be built through an Integrated Development 
Environment 

                                            
4
 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/index.html 

5
 https://tomcat.apache.org/ 

6
 https://jenkins-ci.org 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/index.html
https://tomcat.apache.org/
https://jenkins-ci.org/
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3. Type the command. /gradlew build. If you run the wrapper for the first time for the 

specified version of Gradle7, the command might take some time to execute as the 
program will download and cache the Gradle binaries 

4. At this stage, the code will have been built and the output should be as follows: 

5. In order to run the project, type the command ./gradlew run 

6. The component is now available to the browser on localhost (http://localhost:8080). If 
the deployment has been successful, the following message should appear in the 
browser: 

 

Figure 7: Test to Ensure that the Deployment Is Successful 

7. Use the Swagger UI8 to test the RESTful Interface. 

3.4 Execution and Usage 

This section explains how to use the Context Control component with the available 
interfaces. In this description, it is assumed that the general usage of RESTful interfaces is 
familiar to the reader. As mentioned before, a description and an example are provided for 
each interface. Each description is presented as a screenshot which includes all 
necessary data requests, response parameters and their expected types and values. 

3.4.1 Create Relationship between a Person and an Asset 

This method is implemented to support the functionality of storing the Assets that a user 
has consumed along with the date of the consumption. It is a POST method that takes as 

a request body a list of the assetIDs of the consumed Assets with the corresponding 

consumption date. 

                                            
7
 http://gradle.org/  

8
 http://swagger.io/ 

Create Relationship between a Person and an Asset 

Description Stores the Assets a user has consumed along with the date of the 
consumption 

Request 

Request URL POST http://localhost/person/{personId}/consumes 

JSON Attributes Name Required Possible Values 

http://localhost:8080/
http://gradle.org/
http://swagger.io/
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Figure 9: Input Example and Response for a Create Relationship between a Person 
and an Asset Request 

personId yes APPLICATION_JSON 
type String data 

Response 

HTTP Status Code Value Description 

201 Created 

401 Unauthorised 

403 Forbidden 

404 Not Found 

Figure 8: Create Relationship between a Person and an Asset RESTful Interface 
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3.4.2 Update Location 

This method saves the current location of the user, so that SAM can provide tailored 
recommendations according to this location. The JSON request contains the longitude and 
latitude of the location along with the respective date. 

 

Update Location 

Description Saves the current location of the user 

Request 

Request URL POST http://localhost/context/person/{personId}/locationUpdate 

JSON Attributes Name Required Possible Values 

personId yes APPLICATION_JSON 
type data 

Response 

HTTP Status Code Value Description 

201 Created 

401 Unauthorised 

403 Forbidden 

404 Not Found 

Figure 10: Update Location RESTful Interface 
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Figure 11: Input Example and Response for an Update Location Request 

3.4.3 Get Popular Assets by Country 

This method provides the 10 most consumed assets. It should be noted that this process 
is a proof of concept for the approach, and any type of contextual information can be 
provided in a similar manner. The Cypher9 query that performs the operation is the 
following: 

MATCH (person:Person)-[:HAS]->(address:Address), 

(person)-[:CONSUMED]->(consumed:ConsumedAsset)-[:ASSET]->(asset:Asset)  

WHERE address.country={0} 

WITH asset, COUNT(consumed) as c RETURN asset ORDER BY c DESC LIMIT 10 

 Figure 12: Sample Cypher query for acquiring the most consumed assets by 
country 

 

                                            
9
 http://neo4j.com/developer/cypher-query-language/ 

Get Popular Assets by Country 

http://neo4j.com/developer/cypher-query-language/
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Figure 14: Input Example and Response for a Recommend Assets Request 

3.5 Limitations and Further Developments 

This section highlights the limitations of the second prototype implementation as well as 
the tasks planned for the third prototype. 

3.5.1 Limitations 

At this second prototype milestone, the Context Control component has been extended in 
order to include functionalities that have been identified as the development of other 
partner-components of this component has been evolving. Although steps towards the 

Description Provides the 10 most popular assets by country 

Request 

Request URL GET http://localhost/recommendAssetsForCountry/{country} 

JSON Attributes Name Required Possible Values 

county YES APPLICATION_JSON 
type data 

Response 

HTTP Status Code Value Description 

401 Unauthorised 

403 Forbidden 

404 Not Found 

Figure 13: Get Popular Assets by Country RESTful Interface 
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realisation of the integration with other SAM components have been made, the Context 
Control component integration with the respective components is ongoing focusing on 
listening information from social networks, SAM Dynamic Communities and the Generic 
Dashboard Component. In addition, the current database instance includes a limited set of 
data which makes the analysis results less precise. This will be addressed in the next 
period while experimenting with real users and data as well as with by adapting and 
applying existing datasets in experimental instances of the component. 

3.5.1 Tasks Planned for the Third Prototype 

The further developments towards the realisation of the third prototype are summarised as 
follows: 

Subcomponent Task 

Context Manager  Extend the models so that Community related information is 
stored 

 Provide complex recommendations 

Context Data Analyser  Extend the context model so as to capture user preferences 
and interests for offering in turn, personalised 
recommendations 

Social Data Listener 
Content Data Listener 
Data Listener Controller 

 

 Automated ingestion of contextual data from the listeners 
 

Figure 15: Planned tasks for the next prototype 

3.6 Research Background  

As already analysed in deliverable D6.1.2, Context Control focuses on both the acquisition 
and modelling of contextual information as well as on the analysis of this information in 
order to extract valuable insights for the users’ preferences and their behaviour within the 
SAM environment. To this direction several analysis approaches have been studied such 
as collaborative filtering [SKR99] and analysis of the behavioural signals of users 
interacting with social media in order to build a profile that reflects their interests [ZCH+15]. 
Based on the observation that users tend to publish and consume information on 
somewhat different topics, they have separated a single user’s interest profile into several 
behavioural profiles. Another interesting approach is that of Xiang et al. [XYZ+10] that 
have taken into consideration the fact that user behaviour can often be determined by 
individual’s long-term and short-term preferences.  

For the current prototype implementation and the overall approach, the following related 
research work has been taken into consideration: 
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Source Subcomponent Description 

[Mil13] J. J. Miller, "Graph Database Applications 
and Concepts with Neo4j." In Proceedings of the 
Southern Association for Information Systems 
Conference, Atlanta, GA, USA March 23rd-24th. 
2013. 

Context Manager This paper has been used for 
gaining insight into Neo4j so 
as to provide 
recommendations 

[MTT+15] A. Menychtas, D. Tomás, M. Tiemann, 
C. Santzaridou, A. Psychas, D. Kyriazis, J.V. 
Vidagany, S. Campbell, “Dynamic Social and 
Media Content Syndication for Second Screen”, 
International Journal of Virtual Communities and 
Social Networking (IJVCSN), 2015 (accepted) 

Context Manager This paper highlighted the 
concept of context 
management and analysis in 
the frame of social enabled 
content delivery to 
multiscreen devices 

[SMP+15] C. Santzaridou, A. Menychtas, A. 
Psychas and T. Varvarigou, “Context 
Management and Analysis for Social TV 
Platforms”, eChallenges e-2015, 2015 (accepted) 

Context Manager This paper highlighted the 
concept of context 
management and analysis in 
the frame of social enabled 
content delivery to 
multiscreen devices 

[KGA13]  C. Krauss, L. George and S. 
Arbanowski, "Tv predictor: personalized program 
recommendations to be displayed on smarttvs," 
in In Proceedings of the 2nd International 
Workshop on Big Data, Streams and 
Heterogeneous Source Mining: Algorithms, 
Systems, Programming Models and Applications, 
2013. 

Context Manager This paper contributed to our 
work towards providing 
personalised 
recommendations 

[KK13]  S. Kumar and M. Kulkarni, "Graph based 
techniques for user personalization of news 
streams," In Proceedings of the 6th ACM India 
Computing Convention, ACM, 2013. 

Context Manager This paper contributed to our 
work towards providing 
personalised 
recommendations 

[KPP+11]  E. Kim, S. Pyo, E. Park and M. Kim, 
"An automatic recommendation scheme of TV 
program contents for (IP) TV personalization," 
2011. 

Context Manager This paper contributed to our 
work towards providing 
personalised 
recommendations 

[XYZ+10] L. Xiang, Q. Yuan, S. Zhao, L. Chen, X. 
Zhang, Q. Yang and J. Sun, "Temporal 
recommendation on graphs via long-and short-
term preference fusion," In Proceedings of the 
16th ACM SIGKDD international conference on 
Knowledge discovery and data mining, 2010. 

Context Manager This paper contributed to our 
work towards providing 
personalised 
recommendations 

Figure 16: Research motivation and Influence 

3.7 Target Performance 

For the Context Manager subcomponent, the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 
have been defined: 
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Topic Description Target KPI 

Availability The context management should provide high 
availability as multiple components may 
request contextual information at the same 
time 

In the final prototype, when 
integration with other components 
will have taken place, the availability 
should be at least 95% 

Scalability  This term refers both to massive write 
scalability (write throughput) and massive 
read scalability (read throughput) 

In the final prototype, the write 
throughput should be at least 100 
records per second while the read 
throughput should be at least x*100 
read requests per second, with x the 
number of the cluster instances 

Query time Query time refers to the time needed between 
a request for contextual information and the 
return of the requested information to the 
associated component 

Query roundtrip response time of <= 
2 seconds for 90% of requests 

Figure 17: Performance Targets for the Context Manager Subcomponent 

3.8 Summary 

This section describes the second prototype of the Context Control component and 
specifically the first approach of the Context Manager subcomponent. The basic 
functionalities of the prototype are presented along with installation prerequisites and 
instructions. Furthermore, a detailed documentation of the implemented RESTful 
interfaces is provided. Then, the current limitations as well as the planned developments 
for the third prototype are set out. Last, a research background analysis and a target 
performance review have been provided. 
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4 Dynamic Communities 

This section describes the second prototype release of the Dynamic Communities 
subcomponents of the Context Control component prototype (D6.2.2) that has been 
developed in task T6.2. 

4.1 Scope and Relationship 

With respect to the Context Representation, the Context Control sub-components are 
responsible for storing and managing context information used across the SAM Platform.  
The Context Control (CC) component is concerned with the analysis and representation of 
context data and with the creation and management of dynamic communities for the SAM 
Platform. This section describes the status of the Dynamic Communities subcomponents 
of the CC component at the completion of the second prototyping iteration. 

Dynamic community functionalities are provided by the following subcomponents of the 
CC component: 

 Community Structure Analyser 

 Community Manager 

 Community Actuator 

Figure 18 depicts the overall structure of the CC component. The Subcomponents of 
concern in this section are the Community Structure Analyser, the Community Manager 
and the Community Actuator. 

 

Figure 18: CC Subcomponents and Sub-/Component Relationships 

<component>

Cloud Storage

<component>

Context Control

<subcomponent>

Community 
Structure Analyser

<subcomponent>

Community 
Manager

<subcomponent>

Data Listener 
Controller

<component>

Social 
Components

<subcomponent>

Content Data 
Listener

<subcomponent>

Social Data 
Listener

<subcomponent>

User Data 
Listener

<component>

Syndicator

<component>

Dashboard

<subcomponent>

Context Manager

<component>

Semantic Services

<subcomponent>

Context Data 
Analyser

<subcomponent>

Community 
Actuator
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For further description of the functional and technical foundations of these 
subcomponents, please review the deliverables D3.2.1 Section 4.6 (Global Architecture 
Definition), D3.2.2 Section 4.7 (Functional Specification) and D3.3.1 Section 3.7 (Technical 
Specification). 

The first prototype, described in D6.9.1, provided a basic subcomponent implementation of 
the workflow that was required in order to carry out the functionalities provided by the 
dynamic community subcomponents. It furthermore defined an interface structure for the 
integration of different algorithm implementations, which will be used in order to integrate 
and compare different dynamic community creation algorithms. 

The table below shows a summary of the tasks carried out for each of the three 
subcomponents: 

Subcomponent Task 

Community Structure 
Analyser 

 Development of the required software infrastructure,  

 Preparation of suitable interfaces for experimenting with different 
community creation algorithms,  

 Review of available datasets 

Community Manager  Development of the basic communication infrastructure 

 Development of RESTful Web Service interface facade 

Community Actuator  Development of basic software infrastructure to connect with Social 
Components dynamic community API 

Figure 19: Tasks Completed for the First Prototype Release 

 

The second prototype provides integrated versions of the Dynamic Communities 
component with the other relevant subcomponents within Work Package 6 and completes 
the subcomponent workflow implementations required for the component. It also includes 
the integration of an initial community creation algorithm. The table below shows a 
summary of the tasks carried out for each of the three subcomponents: 

Subcomponent Task 

Community Structure 
Analyser 

 Implementation of basic community creation algorithm,  

 Functional testing with test data from suitable public datasets, 

 Implementation of a basic dynamic community discovery algorithm,  

 Testing with selected test data from public datasets,  

 Creation of interface for integration with the Context Manager 

Community Manager Full implementation of community management functionalities, implementation 
of W3C Activity Streams

10
 data format, implementation of dynamic community 

backend for handling dynamic community functionalities, integration of data 
persistence (using MySQL) 

Community Actuator Completion of the integration of dynamic community functionalities as a SocIoS 
plugin to be used as part of the Social Components 

Figure 20: Tasks Completed for the Second Prototype Release 

 

                                            
10

 http://www.w3.org/TR/activitystreams-core/ 
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4.2 Requirements and Preparations 

This section provides information on the technical and non-technical requirements and 
preparations that are necessary prerequisites for using the system components. 

4.2.1 For Users 

The Context Control component interacts with users through the Social Components 
widget infrastructure that is shared between all components. Users interact with all Social 
Media systems through the same type of Social Widgets that are part of the SAM 
dashboard (see also Section 5.1.1).  

4.2.2 For Developers 

The Dynamic Communities subcomponents are developed as Java Servlet 
implementations. The following prerequisites have to be made available for deployment of 
the subcomponent servlet: 

 Correctly installed and configured Java SE Development Kit 7 or higher 

 Servlet container that is compatible with the Servlet specification version 3.1 or higher; 
the development Servlet container used (and recommended to avoid any compatibility 
issues) is Apache Tomcat 8.0, but generally all compatible Servlet containers should 
be suitable for deployment of the Dynamic Communities subcomponents 

The Dynamic Communities subcomponents have been tested under Microsoft Windows 7 
and using the Oracle Java Development Kit 7 SE. While attention has been paid on 
avoiding any platform-specific functionality in the implementation, only the above operating 
environment has been used during testing. 

4.3 Installation (Deployment) 

This section provides guidance on how to install and deploy the prototype Dynamic 
Communities subcomponents. 

The Dynamic Communities subcomponents are provided as two deployable WAR archive 
files to be deployed to a compatible Servlet container. The WAR archives are named 
“dyncom_core.war” and “dyncom_backend.war” and can be found in the “build/libs” 
subdirectories of the respective project folders. 

There are a number of different methods for deploying a WAR archive to the Apache 
Tomcat 8.0 Servlet container. Instructions for all of these methods can be found at 
https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/deployer-howto.html. Figure 21 depicts 
deployment through the Apache Tomcat Web Application Manager Web Interface, which is 
a convenient option for deploying WAR archives to Apache Tomcat server instances for 
testing. 

https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/deployer-howto.html
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Figure 21: Tomcat Web Application Deployment in Web Interface 

The WAR archives are self-contained and do not require prerequisites other than the 
general ones described in Section 4.2. 

4.4 Execution and Usage 

This section describes the usage of the Dynamic Communities subcomponents developed 
in the second prototype iteration. 

4.4.1 Server Side (Administrators) 

Once successfully deployed, the Dynamic Communities subcomponents will be started 
automatically when the Servlet engine to which it has been deployed is started. For the 
Apache Tomcat Servlet container, instructions for starting the system can be found at 
https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/setup.html. 

4.4.2 Client Side (Developers) 

This subsection contains information about the RESTful Web Service interfaces through 
which developers can interact with the Dynamic Communities subcomponents. 

https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/setup.html
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 RESTful Interfaces 4.4.2.1

This subsection describes the RESTful Web Service interfaces of the Dynamic 
Communities subcomponents. It is assumed that readers are familiar with the general 
workings of RESTful Web Services. 

Figure 22: RESTful Interface Description for Submitting a Context Update 

 

The above Web Service will consume data provided by the Context Manager in JSON 
format. 

Figure 23: RESTful Interface Description for Submitting a Listener Update 

 

Submit Context Update 

Description Sends a context update to the Dynamic Communities 
subcomponent 

Request 

Request URL PUT http://localhost:8080/api/cc/dc/context 

JSON Attributes Name Required Possible Values 

contextUpdate yes APPLICATION_JSON 
type data 

Response 

HTTP Status Code Value Description 

200 Message processed 

400 Bad message 

500 Processing error 

Submit Listener Update 

Description Sends a listener update to the Dynamic Communities 
subcomponent 

Request 

Request URL PUT http://localhost:8080/api/cc/dc/listener 

JSON Attributes Name Required Possible Values 

listenerUpdate yes APPLICATION_JSON 
type data 

Response 

HTTP Status Code Value Description 

200 Message processed 

400 Bad message 

500 Processing error 
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The above Web service will consume data provided by the Data Listener Controller 
subcomponents that are provided in JSON format. This Web service has not originally 
been foreseen in the system architecture specification and may be used only as a 
convenience implementation in order to speed up the availability of a complete messaging 
chain for testing. 

No further RESTful interfaces have been defined for the Dynamic Communities 
subcomponents at this time; the Dynamic Communities subcomponents operate as a tool 
chain with a single defined entry point (see Figure 18). Later additions to Web service 
interfaces may provide configuration and management functionalities. 

The Dynamic Communities subcomponents process data received and then update 
community data as required; this may lead to also triggering the Social Components to 
send messages to users (e.g. invitations to join a community). 

4.5 Limitations and Further Developments 

This subsection describes current limitations of the implementation and provides an 
outlook on upcoming developments. 

4.5.1 Limitations 

As the overall SAM system is still in development and not in production use, the data that 
is processed through the SAM Platform and available for testing the SAM Dynamic 
Communities component does not reflect actual SAM usage data. As such, it is not 
suitable for testing the performance of the Dynamic Communities subcomponents 
concerning the identification of dynamic communities apart from ascertaining the suitability 
of functionalities and message flows. 

The following tasks were planned to be implemented during the second prototyping 
iteration of the Dynamic Communities subcomponents (see D6.9.1): 

Subcomponent Task 

Community Structure 
Analyser 

 Implementation of candidate dynamic community discovery algorithms,  

 Testing with selected test data from public sources,  

 Integration with Context Manager, integration with Cloud Storage 

Community Manager  Complete implementation of Community Manager functionalities so that 
the third prototype will involve performance improvements only,  

 Integration with Cloud Storage 

Community Actuator Integration with Social Components 

Figure 24: Tasks Planning for the Second Prototype 

 

From these plans the following limitations are to be noted: 

 No integration with Cloud Storage was carried out, because the integration of Neo4j 
on the Cloud Storage component was identified as a priority, and plans for an 
integration of MySQL as part of the Cloud Storage was dropped to focus on Neo4j 
implementation instead. Since the Cloud Storage component will not be actively 
developed after the second prototype, no integration of the Dynamic Communities 
subcomponents and Cloud Storage will be undertaken during the third prototyping 
iteration. 
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 Not all candidate algorithms that are under consideration have been implemented at 
the end of the second prototype as the completion of the system infrastructure for 
dynamic communities was prioritised (and some additional effort had to be 
expended on implementing a more robust MySQL integration) 

4.5.2 Tasks Planned for the Third Prototype 

The following tasks are planned to be implemented during the third prototyping iteration of 
the Dynamic Communities subcomponents: 

Subcomponent Task 

Community Structure 
Analyser 

 Implementation and testing of dynamic community identification 
algorithms, 

 Implementation of a batch demonstrator utility for showcasing 
functionalities, 

 Implementation of a demonstrator widget to show community structure 
evolution 

Community Manager Round-trip testing and bug fixing of integrated components, performance 
tuning if deemed necessary in order to ensure sufficient performance for 
testing 

Community Actuator Bug fixes as required 

Figure 25: Tasks Planning for the Third Prototype 

 

In consultation with the project team, the third prototype implementation will focus on the 
implementation of candidate algorithms for use in dynamic community identification and on 
the creation of a SAM widget that demonstrates the development of dynamic communities. 
In addition, a batch updating component will be implemented for “speeding up” 
demonstrations of the dynamic communities’ functionalities at dissemination events.  

4.6 Research Background 

As part of the development of the Dynamic Communities subcomponents, research into 
algorithms for the creation and management of dynamic communities was carried out. 
Further information on the general research background is provided in the SAM 
deliverable D6.1.2, which represents the state of investigations at the time of completion of 
the second prototype. Figure 26 summarises the types of clustering algorithms that will be 
used and compared as part of the implementation of the third prototype: 

Algorithm Class Description 

k-means Centroid-Based Clustering This very common clustering algorithm will be used to generate 
baseline results against which other dynamic community 
generation algorithms will be compared 

Hierarchical Clustering This family of clustering algorithms will be used as it is naturally 
capable of generating cluster hierarchies, which is a requirement 
for the dynamic community implementation described in 
deliverables D6.1.1 and D6.1.2. 

Graph-Based Clustering Numerous graph-based clustering methods have been 
developed focusing on social media data and their 
representation in graph data structures. We will test user profile-
based clustering following an approach outlined by Cantador and 
Castells (see D6.1.2).  

Figure 26: Dynamic Community Creation Algorithm Candidates 
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Research into suitable algorithms and related processing techniques (e.g. feature 
selection for the different types of approaches) has been continued as part of the second 
prototype development phase. As for the other prototype deliverables, we report the 
relevant literature in the table below. Please note that the table summarises the literature 
that has been reviewed in addition to the literature reported in SAM deliverable D6.1.2. 

Source Description 

[ATL13] S. Alelyani, J. Tang and H. 
Liu, “Feature Selection for Clustering: 
a Review“, In: Data Clustering: 
Algorithms and Applications, pp. 29-
60, 2013 

This general introduction to feature selection for clustering also 
includes a section on feature selection for linked/graph data, 
which is relevant for the approaches of interest in SAM 

[CC11] I Cantador and P. Castells, 
”Extracting Multilayereed Communities 
of Interest from Semantic User 
Profiles: Application to Group 
Modeling and Hybrid 
Recommendations“, In: Computers in 
Human Behavior, vol. 27, no. 4, pp. 
1321-1336, 2011 

This is a more elaborate and updated publication by Cantador 
and Castells that is similar in approach to a community 
identification algorithm described by them in earlier publications. 
This paper was used as an additional resource of information on 
the approach proposed by Cantador and Castells 

[FOR10] S. Fortunato, ”Community 
Detection in Graphs“, In: Physics 
Reports, vol. 486, pp. 75-175, 2010 

This useful overview of community detection algorithms has 
been used in order to identify suitable candidate algorithms for 
SAM and in order to ensure that important algorithm families are 
included for comparisons 

[GDC10] D. Greene, D. Doyle and P. 
Cunningham, ”Tracking the Evolution 
of Communities in Dynamic Social 
Networks“, In: Proceedings of the 
2010 International Conference on 
Advances in Social Networks Analysis 
and Mining ASONAM 2010, pp. 176-
183, 2010 

This paper is concerned with tracking changes in existing real-
world dynamic communities with suitable algorithms. Insights 
from this should be transferable to the dynamic communities to 
be generated and maintained in SAM 

[NDX+11] N. Nguyen, T. Dinh, Y. 
Xuan and M. Thai, ”Adaptive 
Algorithms for Detecting Community 
Structure in Dynamic Social 
Networks“, In: Proceedings of IEEE 
Infocom 2011, pp. 2282-2290, 2011 

This article proposes and compares algorithms for community 
detection in dynamic networks as opposed to ones considered 
static; since it is important for SAM to consider dynamic 
community management, the findings of this article have been 
considered in the second prototype 

[PKV+11] S. Papadeopoulos, Y. 
Kompatsiaris, A. Vakali and P. 
Spyridonos, ”Community Detection in 
Social Media“, In: Data Mining and 
Knowledge Discovery, vol. 24, no. 3, 
pp. 515-554, 2011 

This overview article summarises generally applicable 
approaches to social media community detection 

Figure 27: Research Publications Studied 

 

4.7 Target Performance 

The following performance targets have been defined for the dynamic community 
subcomponents: 
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Topic Description Target  

Suitability of 
community 
assignment 

The key performance criterion for the 
Dynamic Communities subcomponents 
is whether they assign users to 
suitable user communities 

User responses to questionnaire items concerning 
satisfaction with dynamic community assignment 
should be “good” or “very good” on a 5-point Likert 
scale for > 80% of participants 

Cluster 
assignment 

Cluster assignments of users should 
be comparable to what can be 
achieved by humans 

Overlap of cluster assignments between manually 
assigned clusters and automatically assigned 
clusters using a public dataset should be > 80% 

Execution 
Time 

Computation of cluster updates should 
be carried out quickly so that users can 
understand why they are being invited 
to join a community 

Roundtrip time from receipt of a message to 
dispatching of a command to invite a user to a 
community should be < 60 seconds in 
demonstration setup (including Social Components 
processing time and Semantic Analytics processing 
time) 

Figure 28: Performance Targets for Dynamic Communities Subcomponents 

 

These performance targets will be reviewed against the performance achieved in the third 
prototype. Performance targets will be reviewed as part of the overall user evaluation 
planning that is being carried out as part of SAM task T8.3 “Use Case: Social 
Consumption”. 

4.8 Summary 

This section described the second prototype of the Dynamic Communities subcomponents 
of the Context Control component. The main outcome of this prototyping iteration is the 
final implementation of the infrastructure needed to run and integrate the subcomponents 
into the overall SAM Platform, as well as with the other relevant Context Control 
subcomponents and the implementation of the baseline dynamic community management 
algorithm. 

This section has provided instructions necessary for running the subcomponents and also 
provided a brief update on research activities relative to deliverable D6.1.2. 

The set of performance targets that are expected to be met by the end of the project has 
been defined for the Dynamic Community subcomponents. 
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5 Social Components 

This section describes the software deliverable D6.3.2 “Social elements integration 
techniques”, which is the second prototype release of the SAM Social Components 
subcomponent. 

5.1 Scope and Relationship 

The Social Components (SC) component is responsible for the interaction with external 
social networks and the SAM Dynamic Communities, and the provision of user-generated 
content used by other components of the SAM Platform. The SC enables users to retrieve 
and post social content from/to individual selected social networks. Figure 29 shows the 
different subcomponents of the SC, the logical connections that have been established 
between them, and the relations with other components and actors in the SAM Platform. 

 

Figure 29: SC Subcomponents and their Relationships 

For further descriptions of the functional and technical foundations of these 
subcomponents, please review the deliverables D3.2.1 Section 4.3 (Global Architecture 
Definition), D3.2.2 Section 4.4 (Functional Specification) and D3.3.1 Section 3.4 (Technical 
Specification). 

The first prototype of the SC component provided the basic functionalities for retrieving 
and posting social content and also adjustments of the SocIoS Core API to meet the SAM 
requirements. Other components are able to access the SC to make use of social content 
and to manage SAM internal dynamic communities (i.e. Context Control) or to retrieve 
social content to visualise it (i.e. Widgets) on the 2nd Screen. 

The goal of the first prototype was to cover the following basic functionalities of social 
networks: 

 Retrieve social content 

 Post social content 

  Comment on social content 
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  Rate social content 

  Recommend social content 

In order to reliably support the social media approach of SAM, the SC component provided 
integration with at least two different social networks for the first prototype, which were 
Facebook and Twitter. 

A summary of the tasks carried out for each subcomponent of the first version of the 
prototype is shown in the following table: 

Subcomponent Task 

Social Components 
Service 

 Hosts RESTful interfaces for managing social content operations (Twitter 
and Facebook) 

Social Interaction Logic  Processes and forwards social network requests to the Social Network 
Communication and Social Feedback Mining component 

Social Feedback Mining  Receives generated content from dynamic communities and forwards it 
to the Context Control 

Social Network 
Communication 

 Implements an interface, which requests the SocIoS API 

 Extends SocIoS to address SAM-related requirements 

Figure 30: Tasks Completed for the First Prototype of T6.3 

The second prototype of the SC component provides the implementation of the Access 
Service subcomponent, which manages required information for the login process for both 
social networks, Twitter and Facebook. This subcomponent manages OAuth token to 
provide the appropriate access token for the right user and social network, which will be 
stored in the Cloud Storage component. The end user can link and unlink his/her 
Facebook and Twitter accounts with SAM. 

Social widgets for Twitter and Facebook have been implemented which display information 
for a specific topic/hashtag and enable the end user to link a social network account to 
SAM and to post/tweet content. For more information please refer to Section 5.1.1. 

Additionally, all RESTful interfaces have been configured to be used by other SAM 
components through the Interconnection Bus. 

A summary of the tasks carried out for each subcomponent of the second version of the 
prototype is shown in the following table: 

Subcomponent Task 

Social Components 
Service 

 Update RESTful interfaces to match the requirements of the Access 
Service 

Social Interaction Logic  Adaptations to use the SocIoS API 

Access Service  Enable token and link/unlink management for Twitter and Facebook 

Social Media Widgets  Provide social widgets for Facebook and Twitter including Post/Tweet 
features. 

General  Configuring RESTful interfaces in the Interconnection Bus Configuration 
Layer 

Figure 31: Tasks Completed for the Second Prototype of T6.3 

5.1.1 Social Widgets 

The Social widgets are the part of the SC, which are being used directly by the end users. 
These user interfaces will be displayed within the Generic Dashboard component as part 
of the enriched user experience and enables the end user to consume User-Generated 
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Content (UGC) and create own content by posting or tweeting using their own social 
network accounts. 

Figure 32 and Figure 33 present the current design of both social widgets displaying 
different content. 

 Social Widget for Twitter 5.1.1.1

The social widget for Twitter is able to show tweets based on a hashtag (Figure 32 shows 
tweets for the hashtag ‘#JurassicWorld’). The user can search for a different hashtag by 
using the input field at the top of the scrollable tweet list. To write a tweet, the user can use 
the input field located at the bottom of the social widget. If the user is not logged in, the 
input field and the ‘Tweet’ button will be replaced by a link which leads to a login link. 

 

Figure 32: Social Widget – Twitter 

 Social Widget for Facebook 5.1.1.2

The social widget for Facebook is able to show posts provided by a Facebook page 
(Figure 33 shows the Facebook page ‘VisitJurassicWorld’). The user can show posts for a 
different Facebook page by using the input field at the top of the scrollable posts list. To 
post on Facebook, the user can use the input field located at the bottom of the social 
widget. If the user is not logged in, the input field and the ‘Post’ button will be replaced by a 
link which leads to a login link. 
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Figure 33: Social Widget – Facebook 

5.2 Requirements and Preparations 

This section provides information on technical and non-technical requirements for 
administrators as well as software prerequisites for the installation of the SC component. 

5.2.1 For Users 

End user is able to use most features of the social widget without using their own social 
network account. Only the “Post” feature regarding external social networks requires the 
end user to link his/her social network account to the SAM Platform. To enable the linking 
of a user’s social network account to the SAM Platform, and therefore the confirmation to, 
e.g. post on behalf of the user, the user needs to confirm an authorisation request for the 
respective social network provider. 

This is handled by means of the user visiting a special URL, which specifies the identity of 
the SAM Platform and the permissions of the link proposed by the SAM Platform. Visiting 
the URL enables the social media platform to explicitly state the scope and detail of the 
authorisation request, and gives the user the option to confirm or reject the authorisation. 

In Figure 34, the Twitter authorisation screen can be seen, where the user has to authorise 
the SAM application. 
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Figure 34: Twitter Authorisation Screen 

In some cases, the social media platform may only hold the authorisation request for a 
short period of time. As such, the URL the user must visit, dynamically changes over time. 
After establishing the connection, the social media platform provides access to the SAM 
Platform. The authorisation code is stored, and is available to be used thereafter. 

5.2.2 For Developers 

For developers who want to create their own Social Components instance, Apache 
Tomcat 8.011 is required. The developers also need to have access to the SocIoS API, 
which is located at the SAM Git distributed version control repository server besides the 
SC component. The SocIoS API will be used as a proxy to communicate with the official 
Twitter and Facebook APIs. 

To run the SocIoS web service correctly, it is necessary to add/update the SocIoS property 
file (called “socios.properties”) with the corresponding social network API key tokens 
(shown in Figure 35) to the “WEB-INF/Classes” folder from the SocIoS project. This file is 
read by the web service to use the application credentials for communicating with 
registered social media apps. This file has to be updated as soon as a new social media 
app is registered and used in SocIoS for SAM. The API key tokens are available at the 
developer websites of the different social networks (e.g. https://dev.twitter.com). 

                                            
11

 http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/ 

https://dev.twitter.com/
http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/
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Figure 35: Anonymised Code Snippet from the “socios.properties” File 

5.3 Installation (Deployment) 

The following steps are necessary to run the SC service: 

1. Make sure to have Apache Tomcat 8.0 installed on your server 
2. Download the Web application ARchive (WAR) files for the SC component and the 

SocIoS API from the SAM Jenkins website 
3. Deploy both WAR files on the server by moving them into the ‘webapps’ folder of the 

Apache Tomcat installation. If the autodeploy functionality of the Apache Tomcat server 
is not activated, the developer has to deploy them manually using the Tomcat Web 
Application Manager, which is part of every Apache Tomcat installation. 

It is necessary that the operating system hosting the server side must have two free TCP 
networking ports available if both web services run on one computer. The default TCP 
networking port is set to 8080 on both web services, but it can be easily changed in the 
corresponding “server.xml” file as shown in Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36: Code Snippet from “server.xml” 

This prototype has been tested on Windows 7 with Java SE Development Kit 7, but it is 
usable under all major Java platforms running Windows or Linux operating systems. 

The social widgets are located in the Generic Dashboard component, which only 
consumes the RESTful interfaces of the SC component and therefore are not needed to 
use the SC component. 

5.4 Execution and Usage 

This subsection explains how to access and manage the SC component with the provided 
RESTful interfaces. The following explanation assumes that developers are generally 
familiar with the usage of RESTful interfaces. 

5.4.1 Server Side (Administrators) 

When the SC component and the SocIoS API have been successfully installed adhering to 
the procedure described in Section 5.3, the RESTful interfaces are ready to use. 

The server side uses RESTful interfaces to provide the SC functionalities to developers. In 
Section 5.4.2.1, all the available RESTful interfaces including their HTTP operations, 
expected input parameters and given output results are referenced. In order to test the SC, 
a method is provided to check its availability. A browser can be used with the following 
URL: http://localhost:8080/socialcomponents. 

twitterApplicationKey=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

twitterApplicationSecret=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

twitterBearerToken=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

<Connector port="8080" redirectPort="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" 

connectionTimeout="20000"/> 

http://localhost:8080/socialcomponents
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Figure 37: Online Test of the SC Web Services 

The result, which is shown in Figure 37, indicates whether the SC component has been 
set up correctly. To access one of the provided social network interface websites, the 
developer has to login with developer credentials. 

5.4.2 Client Side (Developers) 

This section explains how to use the SC service subcomponent (Section 5.4.2.1) and the 
SocIoS web service (Section 5.4.2.2), which is included in the Social Network 
Communication subcomponent, with the provided RESTful interfaces.  

In this document, it is assumed that the general use of RESTful interfaces is known to the 
developer. For each interface, a description and an example response are given. Each 
description is presented as a table which includes all necessary request and response 
parameters and their expected types and values. 

 Social Components Service 5.4.2.1

This section contains the following RESTful interfaces which are being provided by the SC 
to be consumed by other SAM components: 

 Find User: This interface searches for a social network user by a given username. For 
more information see Section 5.4.2.1.1. 

 Get User Profile: This interface provides information about a user profile. For more 
information see Section 5.4.2.1.2 

 Get Timeline: This interface returns the timeline of a specific user. For more 
information see Section 5.4.2.1.3 

 Get Status: This interface return a single social content status12. For more information 
see Section 5.4.2.1.4 

 Get Status by Hashtag: This interface provides a list of social content statuses based 
on the provided hashtag. For more information see Section 5.4.2.1.5 

                                            
12

 A social content status can be a tweet or a post, depending on the social network. 
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 Create Status: This interface can be used to create a new social content status. It will 
post the provided information in the provided social network. For more information see 
Section 5.4.2.1.6 

 Rank Status: This interface ranks a social content status. It is equivalent to a ‘Like’ on 
Facebook or a ‘Favourite’ on Twitter. For more information see Section 5.4.2.1.7 

 Recommend Status: This interface recommends a social content status. It is 
equivalent to a ‘Share’ on Facebook or a ‘Retweet’ on Twitter. For more information 
see Section 5.4.2.1.8 

 Authenticate: This interface returns the authentication URL for the specified social 
network. This URL is required to authorise SAM to interact with the users’ social 
network account. For more information see Section 5.4.2.1.9 

 Verify Authentication: This interface checks if the provided SAM user account is 
currently connected with an external social network account. For more information see 
Section 5.4.2.1.10 

 Terminate Authentication: This interface removes the existing authentication tokens 
for the specified social network from the system. For more information see Section 
5.4.2.1.11 

The before mentioned RESTful interfaces require different attributes to provide data. The 
following list explains the different parameters: 

 samId: This JSON attribute is used to indicate which SAM user is executing the 
request. This attribute is provided in the JSON payload of REST requests and should 
be forwarded by intermediary services to specify the end user 

 socialNetworkId: This path attribute is used to specify the social network 

 username: This path attribute is used to specify the username which should be 
searched for 

 userId: This path attribute is used to specify the social network id of the user 

 statusId: This path attribute is used to specify the id of a social content status 

 hashtag: This path attribute is used to specify the hashtag for which content should be 
provided 

 samMessage: This JSON attribute is used to specify the message the user wants to 
publish on a specific social network 

 rank: This path attributes is used to specify, if the provided social content status should 
be marked or unmarked as ‘favourite’ 

 callbackUrl: This JSON attributes is used to specify the URL, which the user is being 
forwarded after the call has been made 

5.4.2.1.1 RESTful Interface – Find User 

Find User 

Description Searches for a social network user with a given username 

Request 

Request 
URL 

POST 
http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/User/find/:username 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Path socialNetworkId yes String 
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Figure 38: RESTful Interface Description for Finding a User 

 
Figure 39: JSON Response to a Find User Request 

5.4.2.1.2 RESTful Interface – Get User Profile 

Attributes username yes String 

Response 

HTTP 
Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 User found 

400 Bad request 

404 User not found 

Get User Profile 

Description Get a user profile with a given user id for a social network 

Request 

Request URL POST http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/User/:userId 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

userId yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 User profile received 

// HTTP 200 – User found 

// Request: localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/User/find/samprojecteu 

 

{ 

   "persons": 

   { 

      "aboutMe":"SAM = Social … Content Syndication.", 

"currentLocation":{"extendedAddress":"Europe"}, 

"id":"1600975885",  

"inDegree":"90",  

"memberSince":"2013-07-17T15:23:52.000+02:00", 

"name":{"fullName":"SAM"},  

"outDegree":"151",  

"profileUrl":"https://twitter.com/samprojecteu", "sn":"TWITTER", 

"thumbnailUrl":"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/378800000400310968/

d330a36501f3325e7cb731e32fbc2469_normal.png", 

"username":"samprojecteu",  

"utcOffset":"7200" 

   } 

} 
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Figure 40: RESTful Interface Description for Getting a User Profile 

 
Figure 41: JSON Response to a Get User Profile Request 

5.4.2.1.3 RESTful Interface – Get Timeline 

Figure 42: RESTful Interface Description for Getting a User Timeline 

400 Bad request 

404 User profile not found 

Get Timeline 

Description Get a Timeline from a specific user 

Request 

Request 
URL 

POST 
http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/User/:userId/Timeline 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

userId yes String 

Response 

HTTP 
Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 User timeline received 

400 Bad request 

404 User timeline not found 

// HTTP 200 – User found 

// Request: http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/User/1600975885  

 

{ 

   "persons": 

   { 

      "aboutMe":"SAM = Social … Content Syndication.",  

      "currentLocation":{"extendedAddress":"Europe"}, 

      "id":"1600975885", 

      "inDegree":"90", 

      "memberSince":"2013-07-17T15:23:52.000+02:00",  

      "name":{"fullName":"SAM"}, 

      "outDegree":"151", 

      "profileUrl":"https://twitter.com/samprojecteu", 

      "sn":"TWITTER", 

      "thumbnailUrl":"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/378800000400310968/ 

       d330a36501f3325e7cb731e32fbc2469_normal.png", 

      "username":"samprojecteu", 

      "utcOffset":"7200" 

   } 

} 
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Figure 43: JSON Response to a Get User Timeline Request 

5.4.2.1.4 RESTful Interface – Get Status 

Get Status 

Description Get a single social content status 

Request 

Request URL POST 
http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/Status/:statusId 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

statusId yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Status received 

// HTTP 200 – User found 

// Request:  

// http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/User/1600975885/Timeline  

 

{ 

   "mediaItems": 

   [{ 

"created":"2015-02-18T15:21:29.000+01:00", 

"description":"Postgres vs. Mongo comparison http://t.co/ALQ9OadNTR", 

"id":"568052687469735936", 

"language":"es", 

"numFavorites":"1", 

"numResharings":"1", 

"sn":"TWITTER", 

"tags":"samprojecteu", 

"type":"TEXT", 

"userId":"1600975885" 

   }, 

   { 

"created":"2015-02-18T15:00:38.000+01:00", 

"description":"A database you can rely on. http://t.co/3kXUZxejAQ", 

"id":"568047440005337088", 

"language":"en", 

"numFavorites":"1", 

"numResharings":"1", 

"sn":"TWITTER", 

"tags":"samprojecteu", 

"type":"TEXT", 

"userId":"1600975885" 

   }, 

   { 

 … 

   }] 

} 
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Figure 44: RESTful Interface Description for Getting a Status 

 
Figure 45: JSON Response to a Get Status Request 

5.4.2.1.5 RESTful Interface – Get Status by Hashtag 

400 Bad request 

404 Status not found 

Get Status by Hashtag 

Description Get a list of statuses for the provided hashtag 

Request 

Request URL POST 
http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/Status/Hashtag/ 
:hashtag 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

hashtag yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 List of statuses received 

400 Bad request 

404 No statuses found 

// HTTP 200 – User found 

// Request:  

// http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/Status/575588995968692224 

 

{ 

   "mediaItems": 

   { 

      "created":"2015-03-11T10:28:05.000+01:00", 

"description":"What impact will #Hololens and #GoogleGlass have on     

 #secondscreen and #socialTV?\nFind out on http://t.co/uiOAkDeFXt   

 http://t.co/fLHw5HUhTt", 

"id":"575588995968692224", 

"language":"en", 

"numFavorites":"2", 

"numResharings":"1", 

"sn":"TWITTER", 

"tags":"samprojecteu,Hololens,GoogleGlass,secondscreen,socialTV", 

"thumbnailUrl":"http://pbs.twimg.com/media/B_znJC5WAAAdfg6.png", 

"type":"IMAGE", 

"userId":"1600975885" 

   } 

} 
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Figure 46: RESTful Interface Description for Getting a List of Statuses defined by a 
Hashtag 

 
Figure 47: JSON Response to a Get List of Statuses by Hashtag Request 

5.4.2.1.6 RESTful Interface – Create Status 

Create Status 

Description Generates new social content and posts it to the selected social network 

Request 

Request URL POST http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/Status/add/ 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

samMessage yes String 

Path Name Required Possible Values 

// HTTP 200 – User found 

// Request:  

// http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/Status/Hashtag/secondscreen 

 

{ 

   "mediaItems": 

   [{ 

"created":"2015-03-14T23:45:03.000+01:00", 

"description":"Viewers redefining relationship with television via 

@RapidTVNews http://t.co/6ac39ixonY #secondscreen", 

"id":"576876725977636864", 

"language":"en", 

"numFavorites":"0", 

"numResharings":"0", 

"sn":"TWITTER", 

"taggedPeople":"143484502", 

"tags":"mar10s,secondscreen", 

"type":"TEXT", 

"userId":"6743302" 

   }, 

   { 

"created":"2015-03-14T23:00:28.000+01:00", 

"description":"RT @marykayhoal: #Twitter experimenting w/ #tvtimelines 

- #secondscreen experience for user #digcit http://t.co/KVhpXJFwWw", 

"id":"576865502817038338", 

"language":"en", 

"numFavorites":"0", 

"numResharings":"1", 

"sn":"TWITTER", 

"taggedPeople":"62830022", 

"tags":"lisashanklin39,Twitter,tvtimelines,secondscreen,digcit", 

"type":"TEXT", 

"userId":"775870495" 

   }, 

   { 

      … 

   }] 

} 
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Figure 48: RESTful Interface Description for Generating Social Content 

 
Figure 49: JSON Response to a Generate Social Content Request 

5.4.2.1.7 RESTful Interface – Rank Status 

Attributes socialNetworkId yes String 

status yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Social content created 

400 Bad request 

Rank Status 

Description Ranks social content. It is equivalent to a Facebook-like or a Twitter-fav. 
If the request parameter Rank is true, the social content will be rated. If 
Rank is false, a set rank will be removed. 

Request 

Request URL POST 
http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/Status/:statusId/ran
k/:rank 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

statusId yes String 

rank yes Boolean 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Rank successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

// HTTP 200 – Social content created successfully 

// Request:  

// http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/Status/add 

 

{ 

   "objectId": 

   { 

"id":"577782257215209473", 

"socialNetwork":"TWITTER" 

   } 

} 
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Figure 50: RESTful Interface Description for Ranking Content 

 
Figure 51: JSON Response to a Rank Status Request 

5.4.2.1.8 RESTful Interface – Recommend Status 

Figure 52: RESTful Interface Description for Recommending Content 

Recommend Status 

Description Recommend existing social content. It is equivalent to a ‘Share’ on 
Facebook or a ‘Retweet’ on Twitter. 

Request 

Request 
URL 

POST 
http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/Status/:statusId/ 
recommend/ 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

statusId yes String 

Response 

HTTP 
Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Rank successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

// HTTP 200 – Social content was ranked successfully 

// Request:  

// 

http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/Status/57778225721520947/rank/tr

ue 

 

{ 

   "objectId": 

   { 

"id":"57778225721520947", 

"socialNetwork":"TWITTER" 

   } 

} 
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Figure 53: JSON Response to a Recommend Social Content Request 

5.4.2.1.9 RESTful Interface – Authenticate 

Figure 54: RESTful Interface Description for Authenticate Request 

 
Figure 55: JSON Response to a Authenticate Request 

5.4.2.1.10 RESTful Interface – Verify Authentication 

Authenticate 

Description Returns the authentication URL for the specified social network. This 
URL is required to authorise SAM to interact with the users’ social 
network account. 

Request 

Request URL POST http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/authenticate 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

JSON 
Attributes 

samId yes String 

callbackUrl yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

Verify Authentication 

// HTTP 200 – Social content was recommended successfully 

// Request:  

// 

http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/Status/57778225721520947/recomme

nd 

 

{ 

   "objectId": 

   { 

"id":"57778225721520947", 

"socialNetwork":"TWITTER" 

   } 

} 

// HTTP 200 – Authenticate request was successfully 

// Request:  

// http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/authenticate 

 

{ 

   "url": "https://api.twitter.com/oauth/authorize?oauth_token=abcdef", 

   "callbackUrl": "http://localhost:8080" 

} 
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Figure 56: RESTful Interface Description for Verifying User Authentication 

 
Figure 57: JSON Response to a Verify Authenticate Request 

5.4.2.1.11 RESTful Interface – Terminate Authentication 

Description Verifies that the SAM user account is currently connected with an 
external social network account. 

Request 

Request URL POST http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/checkLogin 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successfully processed 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Description 

Result Boolean value indicating the presence of the 
authentication status. 

Terminate Authentication 

Description Expunges the existing authentication tokens from the system. 

Request 

Request URL POST http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/:socialNetworkId/logout 

JSON 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

socialNetworkId yes String 

Path 
Attributes 

Name Required Possible Values 

samId yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status Value Description 

// HTTP 200 – Verify Authenticate request was successfully 

// Request:  

// http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/checkLogin 

 

{ 

   "result": "true", 

   "profileId": "123456789" 

} 
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Figure 58: RESTful Interface Description for Terminating Authentication 

 
Figure 59: JSON Response to a Terminate Authenticate Request 

 Social Network Communication 5.4.2.2

The Social Network Communication subcomponent includes the SocIoS REST web 
service. The provided SocIoS RESTful interfaces are being used internally to 
communicate with external social network APIs. The responses for the respective RESTful 
interfaces are listed in Section 5.4.2.1. Thus, only RESTful interfaces which are used by 
the SC will be presented in the following list and figures: 

 Get Person: This interface provides information about the requested user profile in the 
specified social network. For more information see Section 5.4.2.2.1 

 Find Persons by Username: This interface searches for user profiles based on the 
specified username and social network. For more information see Section 5.4.2.2.2 

 Rate Social Content: This interface rates a social content status. For more information 
see Section 5.4.2.2.3 

 Get Media Item: This interface returns social content specified by an id. For more 
information see Section 5.4.2.2.4 

 Get Media Items for User: This interface returns a list of social content for the 
specified user. For more information see Section 5.4.2.2.5 

 Find Media Items: This interface returns social content based on the different filter 
parameters provided. For more information see Section 5.4.2.2.6 

 Get Comments: This interface returns comments for specified social content like a 
Facebook post. For more information see Section 5.4.2.2.7 

 Post Message: This interface allows the creation of new social content. For more 
information see Section 5.4.2.2.8 

 Recommend Status: This interface enables to recommend specified social content. 
For more information see Section 5.4.2.2.9 

The before mentioned RESTful interfaces require different query parameter to provide 
data. The following list explains the different parameters: 

 userId: This parameter is used to specify the social network id of the user 

 socialNetworkId: This parameter is used to specify the social network 

 format: This parameter is used to indicate in which format the response should be. 
Available values are ‘JSON’ and ‘XML’. 

 username: This parameter is used to specify the username to search for 

 statusId: This parameter is used to specify the id of a social content status 

Code 200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

// HTTP 200 – Terminate Authenticate request was successfully 

// Request:  

// http://localhost:8080/api/rest/sc/SN/twitter/logout 

 

{ 

   "result": "true" 

} 
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 rate: This parameter is used to specify, if the provided social content status should be 
marked or unmarked as ‘favourite’ 

 accessToken: This parameter is used to specify the required access token 

 accessSecret: This parameter is used to specify the required access secret 

 msg: This parameter contains the content of a new social content status 

 from: This parameter is a search filter, which restricts the result regarding the creation 
time 

 to: This parameter is a search filter, which restricts the result regarding the creation 
time 

 keywords: This parameter is a search filter, which restricts the result on social content 
statuses which contains one of the provided keywords 

 country: This parameter is a search filter, which restricts the result on social content 
statuses which have been created in the specified country 

 lat: This parameter is a search filter and defines the latitude value of the location for 
which the result should be limited 

 lon: This parameter is a search filter and defines the longitude value of the location for 
which the result should be limited 

 rad: This parameter is a search filter and defines the radius value of the location for 
which the result should be limited 

 lang: This parameter is a search filter and restricts the result on social content, which 
exists in the specified language 

 lic: This parameter is a search filter and restricts the result on social content, which 
have been created with the specified license 

5.4.2.2.1 RESTful Interface – Get Person 

Figure 60: RESTful Interface Description to Get Person 

Get Person 

Description Gets a user profile from a requested social network  

Request 

Request URL GET 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getPerson?id=:userId&sn=:so
cialNetworkId&format=:format 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

userId yes String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

format yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 
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Figure 61: JSON Response to a Get Person Request 

5.4.2.2.2 RESTful Interface – Find Persons by Username 

Find Persons by Username 

Description Gets a list of user profiles, which are related to the given user name from 
a requested social network  

Request 

Request URL GET  
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/findPersonsByUsername?use
rname=:username&sn=:socialNetworkId&format=:format 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

username yes String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

format yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getPerson?id=1600975885&sn=twitter&fo

rmat=JSON 

 

{ 

  "persons": { 

    "aboutMe": "SAM = Socialising Around Media (http://t.co/QMFswf91Tl). SAM 

develops a #SocialMedia delivery platform based on #SecondScreen and 

#ContentSyndication.", 

    "currentLocation": { 

      "extendedAddress": "Europe" 

    }, 

    "id": "1600975885", 

    "inDegree": "334", 

    "memberSince": "2013-07-17T15:23:52.000+02:00", 

    "name": { 

      "fullName": "SAM" 

    }, 

    "outDegree": "584", 

    "profileUrl": "https://twitter.com/samprojecteu", 

    "sn": "TWITTER", 

    "thumbnailUrl": 

"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/590890629070192640/iv6Qp-Wb_normal.png", 

    "username": "samprojecteu", 

    "utcOffset": "7200" 

  } 

} 
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Figure 62: RESTful Interface Description for Find Users by Username 

 
Figure 63: JSON Response to Find Users by Username Request 

5.4.2.2.3 RESTful Interface – Rate Social Content 

Rate Social Content 

Description Rates the social content. If rate is true, then the social content will be 
rated positive, else the social content will be rated negative. 

Request 

Request URL POST 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/rateSocialContent?id=:statusI
d&sn=:socialNetworkId&format=:format&rate=:rate&accessToken=:acce
ssToken&accessSecret=:accessSecret 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

statusId yes String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

format yes String 

rate yes Boolean 

accessToken yes String 

accessSecret yes String 

Response 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/findPersonsByUsername?username=sampro

jecteu&sn=twitter&format=JSON 

 

{ 

  "persons": { 

    "aboutMe": "SAM = Socialising Around Media (http://t.co/QMFswf91Tl). SAM 

develops a #SocialMedia delivery platform based on #SecondScreen and 

#ContentSyndication.", 

    "currentLocation": { 

      "extendedAddress": "Europe" 

    }, 

    "id": "1600975885", 

    "inDegree": "334", 

    "memberSince": "2013-07-17T15:23:52.000+02:00", 

    "name": { 

      "fullName": "SAM" 

    }, 

    "outDegree": "584", 

    "profileUrl": "https://twitter.com/samprojecteu", 

    "sn": "TWITTER", 

    "thumbnailUrl": 

"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/590890629070192640/iv6Qp-Wb_normal.png", 

    "username": "samprojecteu", 

    "utcOffset": "7200" 

  } 

} 
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Figure 64: RESTful Interface Description for Rate Social Content 

 
Figure 65: JSON Response to Rate Social Content Request 

5.4.2.2.4 RESTful Interface – Get Media Item 

Figure 66: RESTful Interface Description for Get Media Item 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

Get Media Item 

Description Returns specific social content 

Request 

Request URL GET 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getMediaItem?id=:statusId&s
n=:socialNetworkId&format=:format 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

statusId yes String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

format yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/rateSocialContent?id=6597373081832693

76&sn=twitter&format=JSON&rate=true&accessToken=X&accessSecret=Y 

{ 

  "objectId": 

  { 

    "id":"659737308183269376", 

    "socialNetwork":"TWITTER" 

  } 

} 
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Figure 67: JSON Response to a Get Media Item Request 

5.4.2.2.5 RESTful Interface – Get Media Items for User 

Figure 68: RESTful Interface Description for Get Media Items for User 

Get Media Items for User 

Description Gets a list of social content from a user (i.e. timeline). The user can be 
identified by an id or username 

Request 

Request URL GET 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getMediaItemsForUser?id=:u
serId&sn=:socialNetworkId&username=:username&format=:format 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

userId no String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

username no String 

format yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getMediaItem?id=659737308183269376&sn

=twitter&format=JSON 

 

{ 

  "mediaItems": { 

    "created": "2015-10-29T15:23:26.000+01:00", 

    "description": "Test4", 

    "id": "659737308183269376", 

    "language": "en", 

    "numFavorites": "1", 

    "numResharings": "0", 

    "sn": "TWITTER", 

    "tags": "sam_socialcomp", 

    "type": "TEXT", 

    "userId": "3014157477" 

  } 

} 
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Figure 69: JSON Response to a Get Media Items for User Request 

5.4.2.2.6 RESTful Interface – Find Media Items 

Find Media Items 

Description Search for social content regarding the filter, which is set up as request 
parameters. 

Request 

Request URL GET 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/findMediaItems?from=:from&t
o=:to&keywords=:keywords&country=:country&lat=:lat&long=:lon&rad=:r
ad&lang=:lang&lic=:lic&sns=:socialNetworkId&format=:format 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

from yes String 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getMediaItemsForUser?id=samprojecteu&

sn=twitter&format=JSON 

 

{ 

  "mediaItems": [ 

    { 

      "created": "2015-10-16T14:03:02.000+02:00", 

      "description": "@gomez_cecile @ZaiidiK @engage_mir @PaulAkin 

@SnottyNoses @samprojecteu @greenfruitSTC Thanks for connecting 

http://t.co/fwAFtIAPFN !", 

      "id": "654990932119425024", 

      "language": "en", 

      "numFavorites": "1", 

      "numResharings": "0", 

      "sn": "TWITTER", 

      "taggedPeople": 

"1369201944,3649618762,3288344895,53317502,1327580209,1600975885,2346864121", 

      "tags": "CPITTIS", 

      "type": "TEXT", 

      "userId": "187476053" 

    }, 

    { 

      "created": "2015-10-15T16:19:32.000+02:00", 

      "description": "Conversion Optimization is the No. 1 Challenge - Search 

is a major tool that can help business beat the competition 

http://t.co/CtKtwwvcHi", 

      "id": "654662895981035520", 

      "language": "en", 

      "numFavorites": "2", 

      "numResharings": "3", 

      "sn": "TWITTER", 

      "tags": "TIEKinetix", 

      "type": "TEXT", 

      "userId": "19040504" 

    }, 

    … 

  ] 

}  
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Figure 70: RESTful Interface Description for Find Media Items 

to yes String 

keywords yes String[] 

country no String 

lat no String 

lon no String 

rad no String 

lang no String 

lic no String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

format yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 
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Figure 71: JSON Response to a Find Media Items Request 

5.4.2.2.7 RESTful Interface – Get Comments 

Get Comments 

Description Returns comments based on a social content status id 

Request 

Request URL GET 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getComments?id=:statusId&s
n=:socialNetworkId&format=:format&accessToken=:accessToken&acces
sSecret=:accessSecret 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

statusId yes String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

format yes String 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/findMediaItems?keywords=bremenvier&sn

s=twitter&format=JSON 

 

{ 

  "mediaItems": [{ 

    "created": "2015-11-04T08:07:26.000+01:00", 

    "description": "@BremenVier #Morgenshow @jensuwekrause Einwohner 

Kirchlinteln ca 10.000 😊  https://t.co/D8KuBPjQj1", 

    "id": "661801914934366208", 

    "language": "de", 

    "numFavorites": "0", 

    "numResharings": "0", 

    "sn": "TWITTER", 

    "taggedPeople": "24178860,905743274", 

    "tags": "SC_Borgfeld_U12,Morgenshow", 

    "type": "TEXT", 

    "userId": "3207797817" 

  }, 

  { 

    "created": "2015-11-04T07:28:03.000+01:00", 

    "description": "Mit #KARACHO eintragen in die Bremen-Vier-Gästeliste für 

@donotsofficial in Bremen! https://t.co/fQ011zjaSi https://t.co/bfAOBj1idx", 

    "id": "661792004297261056", 

    "language": "de", 

    "numFavorites": "1", 

    "numResharings": "0", 

    "sn": "TWITTER", 

    "taggedPeople": "53024638", 

    "tags": "BremenVier,KARACHO", 

    "thumbnailUrl": "http://pbs.twimg.com/media/CS5FxzPWwAAj0PN.jpg", 

    "type": "IMAGE", 

    "userId": "24178860" 

  }, 

  … 

  ]} 

} 
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Figure 72: RESTful Interface Description for Get Comments 

 
Figure 73: JSON Response to a Get Comments Request 

5.4.2.2.8 RESTful Interface – Post Message 

accessToken yes String 

accessSecret yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

Post Message 

Description Generates new social content 

Request 

Request URL POST 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/postMessage?id=:userId&sn=
:socialNetworkId&msg=:msg&format=:format&accessToken=:accessTok
en&accessSecret=:accessSecret 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

userId yes String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

msg yes String 

format yes String 

accessToken yes String 

accessSecret yes String 

Response 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/getComments?id=1514870555495043&sn=tw

itter&format=JSON&accessToken=X&accessSecret=Y 

 

{ 

  "comments": { 

    "created": "2015-11-04T08:39:47.000+01:00", 

    "description": "This is a test comment", 

    "id": "1514870555495043_1517548148560617", 

    "numPositiveVotes": "0", 

    "sn": "FACEBOOK", 

    "userId": "1413319482316818", 

    "username": "Sam Sam" 

  } 

} 
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Figure 74: RESTful Interface Description for Post Message 

 
Figure 75: JSON Response to a Post Message Request 

5.4.2.2.9 RESTful Interface – Recommend Status 

Figure 76: RESTful Interface Description for Recommend Status 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

Recommend Status 

Description Shares existing external social contents with connected users 

Request 

Request URL POST 
http://localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/recommendStatus?id=:statusI
d&sn=:socialNetworkId&format=:format&accessToken=:accessToken&a
ccessSecret=:accessSecret 

Query 
Parameter 

Name Required Possible Values 

statusId yes String 

socialNetworkId yes String 

format yes String 

accessToken yes String 

accessSecret yes String 

Response 

HTTP Status 
Code 

Value Description 

200 Request successful 

400 Bad request 

500 Conflict occurred 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/postMessage?id=3014157477&sn=twitter&

msg=test&format=JSON&accessToken=X&accessSecret=Y 

 

{ 

  "objectId": 

  { 

    "id":"661829810658914305", 

    "socialNetwork":"TWITTER" 

  } 

} 
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Figure 77: JSON Response to a Recommend Status Request 

5.5 Limitations and Further Developments 

The Social Feedback Mining subcomponent could only be prepared to store UGC and to 
provide UGC based on parameters. UGC should also be submitted automatically via a 
RESTful interface provided by the Context Control component (see Section 3). This 
subcomponent will be completed as soon as the Context Control component provides the 
necessary interface. 

5.5.1 Tasks Planned for the Third Prototype 

Regarding the next steps in the SC component, Figure 78 summarises the tasks planned 
for the third and final prototype. 

Subcomponent Task 

Social Feedback Mining Implement forwarding UGC to the Context Control component 

 Social Components Service 

 Social Interaction Logic 

 Social Network Communication 

Extend the services to handle dynamic communities and other 
new upcoming requirements 

Social Widgets Implement social widget for dynamic communities 

Figure 78: Tasks Planned for the Third Prototype 

5.6 Research Background 

SocIoS is a completed EC co-funded R&D project from the 7th Framework Programme. 
The SocIoS API is an important part of the SC component since its interfaces are being 
used to communicate with external social networks. The advantage of this approach is that 
the SC does not have to implement the communication with each external social network 
but only with generic interfaces. Due to its use in the Social Network Communication 
subcomponent, the documentation of SocIoS has been used to analyse API functionalities 
and behaviour. Concerning this, the following scientific paper has also been used: 

Source Subcomponent Description 

[KKP14] M. Kardara, V. Kalogirou, A. Papaoikonomou, 
T. Varvarigou, K. Tserpes, SocIoS API: A data 
aggregator for accessing user generated content from 
online social networks, 15th International Conference on 
Web Information System Engineering (WISE 2014), 
Thessaloniki, Greece, 12-14 October 2014 

Social Network 
Communication 

This paper has been 
considered in the overall 
context of the subcomponent 

Figure 79: Research Background of the Social Components 

// HTTP 200 

// Request: 

// localhost:8080/SociosApi/rest/socios/recommendStatus?id=657493249582477312

&sn=twitter&format=JSON&accessToken=X&accessSecret=Y 

 

{ 

  "objectId": { 

    "id": "661838266921013248", 

    "socialNetwork": "TWITTER" 

  } 

} 
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5.7 Target Performance 

For this component the following KPI have been defined: 

Topic Description Target KPI 

Developer Ease of 
Use 

Developer Ease of use is an important topic 
and performance indicator for this 
component. Each component owner should 
be able to use this component without 
greater knowledge of the connected 
databases but only with knowledge of the 
provided interfaces. 
Each component owner of the SAM 
Consortium will be asked to provide feedback 
regarding the usage of this component 

Based on a short feedback 
questionnaire, the component 
owner should reach a satisfaction 
of 90% of its REST Interface 

Availability The Social Components should provide high 
availability. Due the use of two different web 
services the communication between them 
should be well-defined. It also depends on 
the availability of the respective social 
networks 

From the provision of the second 
prototype version onward, the 
availability shall be 95% or higher 

Updating Social 
Widget 

The social widgets provide different features 
to the end users. End users expect a working 
and performant user interface, so updating 
the content of a social widget should be fast. 

The initial update of the content of 
a social widget should not take 
longer than 10 seconds 

Sending a Message Users, who want to create new social 
content, have to use the tweet/post feature of 
a social widget. To not prevent a user from 
creating content, the feature should be 
performant and reliable. 

Submitting new social content 
should take no longer than 4 
seconds. 

Figure 80: Target Performance for Social Components 

Two KPI targets have been replaced as they could not be measured realistically. 

5.8 Summary 

This section provides a description of the second prototype of the SC component 
developed in task T6.3 “Social Interaction Core Component”. The main outcome of this 
task is the software of the SC component. This prototype is the second of three iterations 
planned for the component. 

The section presents the requirements necessary for both users and developers in order 
to manage the SC module, including installation and deployment instructions. Additionally, 
an updated version of the interface specifications has been provided. 

The last subsection has described the limitations of the current prototype, also describing 
the next steps considered for the third prototype version of the component. 
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6 Business Intelligence 

The SAM Analytic component is composed of the Business Intelligence subcomponent 
and the Social Mining subcomponent. This section describes the software deliverable 
D6.4.2, which includes the progress carried out in the component in the second prototype 
release of the SAM Business Intelligence subcomponent. 

6.1 Scope and Relationship 

The Business Intelligence (BI) subcomponent allows business users and in particular the 
SAM user types “Media Broadcaster” and “Information Broker” to monitor the actions and 
events within the SAM Platform. It also provides functionalities to derive useful insights 
from this data, and it provides access to advanced Social Media features provided by the 
SAM Platform through the Social Mining subcomponent, for instance sentiment analysis. It 
therefore aims to provide valuable feedback to business user in order to improve business-
related decision making. 

Figure 81 shows the internal parts of the BI subcomponent, the logical connections 
between them and the relations with other components and actors in the SAM Platform. 

 

Figure 81: BI Subcomponents and its Relationships 

For further description of the functional and technical foundations of these 
subcomponents, please review the deliverables D3.2.1 Section 4.12.2 (Global Architecture 
Definition), D3.2.2 Section 4.13.2 (Functional Specification) and D3.3.1 Section 3.13.2 
(Technical Specification). 
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At this stage of the development, the planned tasks for the second prototype have been 
implemented. The first prototype was focused on providing the basic functionalities of the 
BI subcomponent as well as the mechanisms and draft data importing methods necessary 
to build a first version of the SAM Data Warehouse. The figure below (Figure 82) shows a 
summary of the tasks carried out for the first version of the prototype. 

Subcomponent Task 

ETL (Extract, Transform 
and Loading 
subcomponent) 

Revolution Extreme has been used to define, configure and create the 
Microsoft Integration Services workflows that performs ETL functionality on 
the test data 

DWH (Data Warehouse) Revolution Extreme has been used to define, configure and create a 
Microsoft SQL Server database with tables and views which acts as data 
warehouse for the test data 

Data Mining Receives generated content from dynamic communities and forwards it to the 
Context Control 

Report Manager Sample reports and views created with Excel, as well as tests with JPivot and 
eazyBI 

Figure 82: Tasks Carried Out for the First Prototype of the BI Component 

The second prototype focuses on the implementation of the Report Manager user 
interface, Data Warehouse adaptation and ETL improvements including the 
implementation of OData13 services to connect with the rest of SAM components. A 
summary of the tasks carried out for each subcomponent for the second version of the 
prototype is shown in the following table (Figure 87): 

Subcomponent Task 

ETL (Extract, Transform 
and Loading 
subcomponent) 

 ETL adaptation to log the information provided by other SAM 
components 

 Implementation of a communication mechanism (REST web services) in 
order to use data provided by the SAM components and the Social 
Mining prototype 

DWH (Data Warehouse)  Revolution Extreme DWH adaptation in order to store the data provided 
by the rest of components 

 Data retrieval from the Cloud Storage in order to build the DWH 

Data Mining  Improvements in the Data Mining engine in order to provide better cubes 
information and improve the performance of the reports. 

Report Manager  Implementation of the reporting system based on eazyBI, allowing the 
Business Users to create and adapt their own reports based on the 
system defined dimensions and measures. Default report definition and 
implementation 

 1st Social Mining Draft report including information related to the 
Sentiment Analysis 

Figure 83: Tasks Carried Out for the Second Prototype of the BI Component 

6.1.1 Data Simulation 

As part of the first prototype, a database that contains simulated test data and acts as a 
single input source was created. This data has still been used in the second prototype in 
order to create eazyBI reports. 

The input database was implemented on Microsoft SQL Server. A first version of the data 
model was created during the first prototype, and it has been improved for the second 

                                            
13

 http://www.odata.org/ 
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prototype in order to cover SAM BI requirements. The structure of this input database 
corresponds to the data model depicted in Figure 84. This data model is composed of 
different tables that represent the different SAM Components. These tables will be 
populating with real data using OData Services (see Section 6.3.1.2) as part of the third 
prototype development phase. 

 

Figure 84 Draft Input Database for BI Subcomponent 

The data simulator which simulates certain parts of the SAM Platform and populates the 
input database with the results of this simulation was written in Java. Although this 
simulated data is not nearly as rich and interesting as actual data, it is sufficient to test the 
different functionalities of the BI subcomponent. 

The data simulator is based on a publish/subscribe pattern event bus. Different agents 
register (subscribe) to specific events on the event bus and can also trigger events. 
Business User agents generate, purchase and link Assets using events. End User agents 
request Assets for syndication and also generate basic Social Media events related to 
these Assets. The DBLogger populates the input database with data represented in each 
of these events. 

6.2 Requirements and Preparations 

This section provides information on technical and non-technical requirements for users 
and developers, as well as software prerequisites for the installation of the second iteration 
of the BI subcomponent. 

6.2.1 For Users 

The Users of the BI subcomponent have two ways to create reports and analyse 
information. Using Excel to create reports and to discover and analyse simulated test data 
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via PivotTables or PivotCharts is the first way. In this case, Microsoft Excel should be 
installed on the local computer. After creating a new (blank) Excel file, it needs to be 
connected through the Internet to an operational OLAP server14 via XML for Analysis 
(XMLA)15; the OLAP server needs to provide the required data. On the other hand, as part 
of the second prototype, a user registered in the SAM Marketplace can access the SAM 
eazyBI16 instance using the correct eazyBI credentials. 

For both ways, the connection details, credentials and additional instructions are provided 
in SAM deliverable D6.4.2. 

6.2.2 For Developers 

Developers can either connect to the above-mentioned development environment or can 
install and configure their own instance. To obtain the connection addresses and 
credentials, please refer to D6.4.2.  

Developers who want to install and configure their own BI subcomponent will need to 
install and configure the software described in the following subsections. All the code 
developed and configuration files created for the BI subcomponent are stored in the Git 
distributed version control repository maintained by the SAM Consortium. 

 SAM Data Warehouse 6.2.2.1

The SAM DWH is based on .NET technologies, thus the following Microsoft products have 
to be installed to use the SAM DWH (Figure 85): 

Software Description 

Microsoft SQL Server
17

 SQL Server is used as data base management system, thus an instance 
of this software should be installed. 

Microsoft SQL Server 
Integration Services (SSIS)

18
 

SSIS is a platform for data integration and workflow applications that 
includes a data warehousing tool used for data extraction, 
transformation, and loading (ETL). This tool can be also used to manage 
data cubes. 

Microsoft SQL Server Analysis 
Services (SSAS)

19
 

SSAS is an online analytical processing (OLAP) and data mining tool 
that is used as a tool to analyse information across multiple databases, 
or in different sources. 

Microsoft Visual Studio
20

 Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE) 
that is used to develop all kind of Microsoft applications. It is need to run 
Revolution Extreme software. 

Revolution Extreme Revolution Extreme (RX) is a commercial software package created by 
TIE Kinetix that provides automatic ETL and data warehouse creation 
based on a simple definition process. See Section 6.3.2 for installation 
instructions. 

SAM BI Revolution Extreme 
repository 

As part of the Revolution Extreme installation, it is necessary to have 
access to the SAM BI repository 

Figure 85: SAM DWH Requirements 

                                            
14

 https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Connect-to-import-an-OLAP-database-e26384cb-30be-4324-adee-066cd62b1ae9 
15

 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186604.aspx 
16

 https://eazybi.com/ 
17

 http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/products/sql-server-editions/sql-server-express.aspx 
18

 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143731.aspx 
19

 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143764(v=sql.100).aspx 
20

 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e2h7fzkw.aspx 
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 Data Simulation 6.2.2.2

The Data Simulation Software is based on Java technology thus the requirements are 
related to configure the system to use it. The requirements are detailed in the following 
table (Figure 86): 

Software Description 

Oracle Java JRE 7 (or higher)
21

 In order to run Java programs, Java Runtime Environment (JRE) should 
be installed 

Apache Maven
22

 It is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on 
the concept of a project object model (POM)

23
, Maven can manage a 

project's build, reporting and documentation from a central piece of 
information. 

SAM BI Test Data Simulator 
source code 

Download the program code 

Figure 86: Data Simulation Requirements 

 oData Services 6.2.2.3

The services implemented to provide the interface for communication with the rest of SAM 
components are based on OData (Open Data Protocol) Technology. OData is an 
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)24 
standard that defines the best practice for building and consuming RESTful APIs. 

These services have been implemented using Visual Studio (see Figure 85) based on 
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). However, a WCF Data Services Entity 
Framework Provider 25 is not included by default, thus the NuGet package needs to be 
installed. This package has a dependency on WCF Data Services 5.6.0 26 and Entity 
Framework 6 27 or greater, thus these should installed previously. 

6.3 Installation (Deployment) 

During the first prototype, the installation of the BI subcomponent was a manual process 
consisting of a number of steps which are described in D6.9.1. However, during this first 
prototype, the different interfaces to populate the DWH from the different SAM 
components were implemented. Therefore, the following subsections describe how to 
install and deploy the different data base population options, the ETL and Data 
Warehouse. 

6.3.1 Database Population Options 

This subsection explains how to configure the different options to populate the DWH. As 
was explained before, a standalone option was used in the first prototype (see Section 
6.3.1.1) and an OData Services approach has been used for this second prototype (see 
Section 6.3.1.2). 

                                            
21

 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/webnotes/install/ 
22

 https://maven.apache.org/ 
23

 https://maven.apache.org/guides/introduction/introduction-to-the-pom.html 
24

 http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/OASIS 
25

 https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.OData.EntityFrameworkProvider/ 
26

 https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.Data.Services/5.0.2 
27

 https://www.nuget.org/packages/EntityFramework 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/webnotes/install/
https://maven.apache.org/
https://maven.apache.org/guides/introduction/introduction-to-the-pom.html
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/OASIS
https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.OData.EntityFrameworkProvider/
https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.Data.Services/5.0.2
https://www.nuget.org/packages/EntityFramework
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 Data Simulation 6.3.1.1

Follow the steps below to install the input database and populate it with test data: 

1. Check out the SAM Business Intelligence Test Data Simulator from the Gitlab 
repository 

2. Generate the Microsoft SQL Server database with the “createDB_v3.sql” SQL script 

3. Build the Test Data Simulator with maven: “mvn package” 

4. Run the Test Data Simulator: “java –jar target/DWHTestDataGenerator-

0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar <database connection>” 

Note that the database connection should be passed as an argument (see D6.4.1 for 
connection details). The application will be running for about 10 minutes. 

At this stage a sufficiently populated input database has been generated to act as an input 
source to the BI subcomponent. Figure 87 shows an example of the populated tables. 

 

Figure 87: Result of Database Population 

 oData Services 6.3.1.2

For this second prototype, a set of services based on oData technology using WCF have 
been implemented. These services will be used to populate the SAM BI data model with 
real data from the other SAM Components during the third prototyping phase.  
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Since these services are based on .NET technologies, these should be installed in a 
Windows Server and run over Internet Information Server 7 Instance (IIS7)28. Therefore, in 
order to deploy properly the services, a TIE Kinetix server has been configured. The steps 
to install the web services are the following: 

1. Create a folder in the IIS7 directory, which will contain the web service files 
2. Convert to application this folder 
3. Get the source code from Git Repository and open the solution with the Visual Studio 

IDE 
4. Compile the solution 
5. Copy the generated files after the compilation in the server folder created in step 2 

6.3.2 ETL and Data Warehouse 

Revolution Extreme (RX) is a commercial software package created by TIE Kinetix that 
automatically creates ETL and data warehousing based on a simple definition process.  

Check out the SAM BI project from the SAM GitLab repository, then launch the RX 
executable called “Extreme” and connect to the SAM repository in this project. Figure 88 
shows the detailed view of the created design and configuration of the SAM BI 
implementation that is provided by Revolution Extreme. 

 

Figure 88: ETL and DWH Star Definitions through RX 

Select “Deployment > Create Package” to generate the output artefacts. These output 
artefacts of Revolution Extreme are used to create the ETL process and Data Warehouse. 

The following steps describe the process to generate the ETL, data warehouse and OLAP 
cube from the output artefacts: 

1. Define different data source elements 
2. Define import processes 

                                            
28

 https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772350(v=ws.10).aspx 
 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772350(v=ws.10).aspx
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3. Prepare the Staging Layer (intended to provide data history – to store different 
snapshots at different times while being able to analyse the temporal evolution of the 
data) 

4. Describe the DWH structure 
5. Define the DWH data stars (definition of the OLAP in terms of dimensions and facts) 

6. This process generates a new structure in the database as well as all the necessary 
workflows needed to import the source data into the DWH (see Figure 89). 

  

Figure 89: Example of Automatically Generated Database Tables and Workflows 

6.4 Execution and Usage 

The following subsection will describe how to execute the data simulation process (Section 
6.4.1) and how to create BI reports in the eazyBI tool using the data generated during the 
simulation process (Section 6.4.2.1) 

6.4.1 Data Simulation 

Starting with the first prototype, it is possible to use Microsoft Excel to create reports and 
to discover and analyse the simulated test data via PivotTables or PivotCharts. 

In order to create a PivotTable to analyse the data generated and processed for the first 
prototype of the Data Warehouse, the following steps have to be performed in the MS 
Excel application: 

1. Select: Data > From Other Sources > From Analyser Service 
2. Fill in the server connection and user credentials (see deliverable D6.4.1 for connection 

details) 
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Figure 90: Excel Connection Setup Dialog 

3. Select the “SAM” database and the “SAM” cube 
4. Select PivotTable and/or PivotChart 
5. Drag the required facts and dimensions into the rows and column spaces to generate a 

view on the data 

 

Figure 91: Excel PivotTable Example 
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After the PivotTable has been created, all standard Microsoft Excel features can be used 
to analyse the connected data. Some of these features can be accessed by modifying the 
PivotTable configuration, adding PivotCharts or inserting Slicers and Timelines (See 
Figure 92). 

 

Figure 92: Example Graphics in Excel Reporting 

6.4.2 eazyBI 

The BI subcomponent aims to analyse and present the collected raw data into useful 
reports. It has to generate reports and deliver them to appropriate stakeholders. eazyBI is 
a web-based data analysis and reporting application that has been selected by TIE Kinetix 
to support this task. It has been integrated into the Marketplace as part of the second 
prototype. Users are able to create reports related to their businesses using eazyBI. 

 

Figure 93: eazyBI - Dashboards 

 Home Screen 6.4.2.1

The home screen of eazyBI contains information about user accounts. Every account 
includes relevant shortcuts to data sources, data cubes and dashboards created by 
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account users. On the right side of the home screen, a news feed about the eazyBI 
platform will be displayed, including information such as latest changes. The figure below 
(Figure 94) shows an example of the eazyBI home screen. 

 

Figure 94: eazyBI - Home 

 Source Data 6.4.2.2

There are two ways to import data - either upload data from Excel and CSV files or import 
data from the SAM DWH for which an eazyBI data import is defined. If a database 
contains many tables with dependencies, it is recommended to add the same data source 
with different SQL queries. This allows users to import data piece by piece and have an 
overview of imported data. 

 

Figure 95: eazyBI – Source Data Screen with a List of SQL Sources 

Once a data source has been defined, it is possible to export its definition and use it to 
create similar data sources. For example, once an SQL data source has been defined, 
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users can import its definition in a new data source and just have to change the SQL 
query, thus users do not have to enter the same login credentials and configurations 
again. 

After uploading source data file or import data from an application, users need to define 
mapping from imported data columns to cube dimensions and measures. The mapping 
process is more complicated for complex data sources. An SQL query, which delivers too 
many properties in a table, can be given as an example for complex data sources. It is 
recommended to create a model for data cubes and define proper SQL queries in order to 
match (or to map) results to data cubes. The approach of using multiple SQL queries for 
one data source mentioned above is also useful for complex data sources. 

 Cubes, Dimensions and Measures 6.4.2.3

Imported data are stored in multi-dimensional data cubes. Cubes contain fact data that are 
divided by dimensions and each detailed fact “cell” contains measure values about that 
fact. Although called a "cube", it can be 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional, or higher-
dimensional. A cube is comparable to a table in a relational database. Designing data 
cubes is important part of business intelligence for efficiency in data retrieval. Well-
designed data cubes enable useful report generation. The figure below shows an example 
data cube for SAM. This cube is based on three dimensions: time, users and assets.  

 

Figure 96: Sample Data Cube for SAM 

Dimensions represent descriptive categories of data such as time and location. Each 
dimension can have either detailed level of all dimension members or the user can define 
a hierarchy with several levels. For example, the Users dimension could have country, 
state and user name levels. 
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Figure 97: Levels in the “Users” Dimension 

All measures are automatically aggregated (typically as the sum of detailed level values) in 
upper hierarchy levels. For instance, looking at the number of interactions measure at 
Country level will give the total number of user interactions for this country. 

Measures typically are integer or decimal values that can be accessed either at detailed 
dimension member level or can be aggregated at higher dimension levels. Typical 
measure examples could be Number of Comments, Number of Users, Amount of Sold 
Assets, Interaction Times of Users etc. 

It is possible to calculate new measures from other existing cube measures - these are 
called calculated measures. For example, the user could define a “User Age” calculated 
measure as the “Current Date” measure minus “Date of Birth” measure. And using the 
User Age calculated measure; you can define an Average Age calculated measure. 

The MDX language is being used to define calculated members29. Basic arithmetic 
formulas can be created very easily, but by learning other MDX functions the user will be 
able to generate any calculated members the user need.  

 Data Analysis 6.4.2.4

The ‘Analyze’ section allows users to explore data in created cube after importing data 
from source files or source applications. Users can start creating table reports by dragging 
dimensions of interest to columns, rows and pages and exploring the SAM data at different 
dimension levels. Since there is no feature to save reports automatically, all reports must 
be saved in order to access them later. All reports can be modified and saved as a 
different report, so that users do not have to start from the scratch. 

                                            
29

 More information about MDX functions in eazyBI can be found at: 
https://docs.eazybi.com/display/EAZYBI/MDX+Function+Reference and 
http://mondrian.pentaho.com/documentation/mdx.php 

https://docs.eazybi.com/display/EAZYBI/MDX+Function+Reference
http://mondrian.pentaho.com/documentation/mdx.php
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After selecting the desired data set in the table report, a user can switch to different chart 
reports to explore the SAM data in a more visual way. More information about this can be 
found in the following subsections. 

Users can access their saved reports directly from the “Analyse” tab to see or change 
them. The data cubes defined before can be deleted here. All related data imported will be 
lost after deleting a data cube. In this case, users should go back to “Source Data” tab and 
import the data again from the source. Users may map the data incorrectly; in this case 
they do not need to delete the whole data source. They can just delete the imported data 
and start mapping columns to dimensions and measures. 

 

Figure 98: eazyBI “Analyze” Tab in SAM Dashboard 

 Create Reports 6.4.2.5

The main steps that the user needs to take in order to start analysing the SAM data and 
create business intelligence reports are described in the following subsections. 

6.4.2.5.1 Drag Dimensions to Columns and Rows 

The first step for creating reports is to select dimensions across which the user would like 
to analyse the SAM data (measures). Users can drag dimensions to columns and rows to 
query data at summary dimension level. For example, the user wants to find out most 
active users based on number of tweets. If there are too many measures, users can select 
just one measure instead of dragging all measures to columns. In this case, user must 
click on dimension header to expand measures and click on a member to select it. The 
measure will be moved to columns automatically.  
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Figure 99: Measures and Dimension Easily Selected 

6.4.2.5.2 Expand and Collapse, Rearrange Measures 

Selected dimension members can be expanded and collapsed to show detailed hierarchy 
level members (e.g. start with all users and expand into countries, regions or states, cities 
and individual users).  

Users can add or remove selected measures from results by just clicking on them in the 
expanded measures widget. It is also possible to rearrange the order in the results. Users 
are also able to expand or collapse members in order to show or hide detailed hierarchy 
levels. 

 

Figure 100: Customizing Reports by Expanding, Collapsing and Rearranging 
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6.4.2.5.3 Hierarchy Level Members and Member Actions 

Users can select all hierarchy level members instead of expanding hierarchy levels from 
the top. Furthermore, users can order them by selected measure or select other available 
member actions (e.g. drill into lower hierarchy levels, drill across another dimension, select 
only one member or remove selected member, select top or bottom rows based on 
selected measure, filter rows by specified condition). 

 

Figure 101: Hierarchy Levels Selected From Dimensions 

Clicking on column or row dimension members, users can display available actions. Cell 
formatting is one of the options that are useful for data highlighting. For example, it is 
possible to specify range of values which should have different text or background colour 
in the column or row. 

6.4.2.5.4 Add Members to Time Dimension 

The dates in the “Time” dimension are created dynamically. It is important to note that 
days are added only if there is some activity recorded for the date that is a concern. Users 
can add analyses about future or past time periods that are not visible in eazyBI by adding 
these Time members in the Time dimension / All Hierarchy level members. In order to add 
date ranges, the exact date name or relative date descriptions should be used.   

6.4.2.5.5 Page Dimensions 

Page dimensions allow users to drag some dimensions to pages as well and to then select 
a dimension member in the page dimension to see corresponding results. 

All dimension members will be visible by default and Measures will be displayed only 
where applicable based on filter. If users want to display only dimension members that 
have values for selected filters, they need to click on the NonEmpty option in the Rows 
section header. In this way, users can only show dimension members with Measure values 
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with the selected filter. For example, by adding a Gender dimension to the Pages, users 
are able to filter report results by gender value.  

6.4.2.5.6 Save Report and Toolbar Buttons 

The report toolbar offers several buttons for report operations. Users can undo or redo the 
changes they made or they can save reports for later use. By clicking on the report name 
at the top of the page, users are able to easily rename or delete saved reports. 
Furthermore, users can add descriptions to the reports in order to explain the content. 
Exporting reports is another useful feature. Reports can be exported to both Excel and 
CSV formats. It is also possible to embed reports in HTML pages.  

 

Figure 102: eazyBI Report Toolbar 

 Create Charts 6.4.2.6

The following subsections describe some of the main eazyBI chart types and how to select 
data for these charts and change chart options.  

6.4.2.6.1 Bar, Line and Pie charts 

It is recommended to use the “Table” tab to select necessary data and then maximise 
results area, before starting to create a chart for a report. This way, users will have more 
space to view charts. Additionally, no distracting information will be displayed when using 
the “Table” tab. 
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Figure 103: Maximize the Area of Results 

After selecting the necessary data, users can switch to the Bar chart tab and experiment 
with different bar chart options to find the best visualisation of SAM data. 

 

Figure 104: eazyBI Bar Chart Example 

Users can easily customise how individual measure is displayed in charts and create 
mixed type charts. The “Report” toolbar offers customisation options for each chart type. 
Changing colours in a chart is a simple example for these options.    

Bar, Line and Pie charts are the most common chart types in information visualisation and 
can be generated rapidly by eazyBI. 
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6.4.2.6.2 Timeline Charts 

Timeline charts are especially useful if users want to display changes in measures over 
the time dimension. They provide an easy way to navigate to different time periods. In the 
case of SAM, user interactions with assets during a movie might be generated. This may 
help to find out the popularity of a movie over time and/or spot popular assets. 

In order to create timeline charts users first need to select time dimension corresponding 
hierarchy level (days, weeks or months) on rows and necessary measures on columns. 
After that, they can switch to the Timeline chart tab and select necessary the time period 
and change display options for measures (as lines, bars, areas or points).  

6.4.2.6.3 Map Charts 

If users have some dimension with countries and/or regions level and want to visualise 
some measure on a map, then the map chart can be used. The first step is, as it is 
common in all chart types, selecting corresponding dimension. The next step is to select at 
country or region level on rows and necessary measures on columns and then switch to 
the “Map” chart tab and select the corresponding map. Please note that the countries are 
mapped with the ISO two letter codes30. Instead of static maps, users can enable 
OpenStreetMap, but this option requires latitude and longitude values in reports. 

 

Figure 105: eazyBI Map Chart Example 

                                            
30

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1
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 Dashboards 6.4.2.7

Dashboards can include several reports and charts so that users can have a quick 
overview. Users can create a dashboard for each of their business goals and add related 
charts to these dashboards in order to track them. A dashboard page containing all key 
reports about a specific business goal can provide a quick overview of the current 
business status and key performance indicators. 

In order to create a dashboard, users need to switch to the “Dashboard“ tab and click the 
“Create new dashboard” button. After that, a name for the dashboard should be specified 
and existing reports should be selected to include in this dashboard.  

The following report arrangement can be made in dashboards by users: 

 Users can specify report width in percentage from all page 

 Users can specify if reports should be aligned to the left or right side of the page 

 Users can rearrange reports using simple drag-and-drop 

These changes can be made only in edit mode. All changes made on a dashboard should 
be saved; otherwise these changes will be lost. It is also possible to create a copy of an 
existing dashboard or delete unnecessary dashboards. 

 

Figure 106: Dashboard Example 

If users would like to edit the dashboard layout, then they can either double-click on 
dashboard title or click edit button. Users can also rearrange the sequence of dashboard 
pages by simply using drag-and-drop. After saving, each dashboard will have a unique 
URL address. Users can bookmark this URL in a browser for faster access to it. 
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6.5 Limitations and Further Developments 

The biggest limitation of this second iteration is the lack of live system data. Since there 
have been no live system data available for much of the prototype development, test input 
data have been simulated based on the expected data structure which is delivered by the 
live system after completion of the second prototype. As the other components of the SAM 
Platform are finalised, the value, type and format of data may need to be adapted in the 
next prototype. As the nature of the input data is finalised, the structure of the ETL and 
DWH will be modified and adjusted accordingly. Further work on the facts and dimensions 
presented has to be carried out. With the growing input dataset, the different possible facts 
and dimensions must be extended in order to provide the best possible access to 
information. 

The ETL workflows created by Revolution Extreme are currently only executed once. The 
next step is to schedule these workflows via Microsoft Integration Services to extract data 
on a regular basis, as well as to provide the Social Mining subcomponent calls for specific 
facts related to Sentiment Analysis, Text Summarisation and Content Characterisation 
features. 

The functionality provided by Microsoft Excel for reports, analyses, dashboards and self-
service data discovery is quite limited and has been upgraded in the second prototype to a 
reporting system (eazyBI) where the users can create and maintain their own reports 
based on the DWH facts and dimension. The implementation of a front end system that 
can provide these features is a big next step in the development process of the BI 
subcomponent. 

Although the integration of eazyBI facilitates the generation of Business Intelligence 
reports, it also has some limitations. The first limitation of eazyBI concerns importing 
datasets with missing or incorrect data. This is a common limitation for most of the 
business intelligence systems. In such cases, it may be required to correct datasets by 
hand, which can take much time.  

Another limitation of eazyBI is the variety of chart types. eazyBI provides basic graphic 
types for the visualisation of data such as Bar Chart, Pie Chart and Map. It is possible to 
add custom chart types (e.g. Google Maps), but this requires time and in-depth knowledge 
of eazyBI. Furthermore, the calculation of new measures in eazyBI requires knowledge of 
the MDX query language. This is not a very common language and it can become quite 
complex especially for average business users. The lack of well-explained examples about 
the MDX query language should also be noted as a limiting issue. 

6.5.1 Tasks Planned for the Third Prototype 

This subsection summarises the tasks planned for the third prototype of the BI 
subcomponent to be delivered in M31. 
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Subcomponent Task 

ETL  Finalise the services for the whole set of SAM components 

 Integration of a communication mechanism in order to use data provided by the 
Social Mining prototype 

Data Warehouse  Final adaptation to the SAM components changes 

 Generation of the data base on the real SAM Platform data 

Data Mining  Final adaptation to the SAM components changes 

 Generation of the data base on the real SAM Platform data 

Report Manager  Create advanced reports  

 Integration with the Sentiment Analysis Report 

Figure 107: Tasks Planned for the Third Prototype 

6.6 Research Background 

As it was defined in the technical specification (see document 3.3.1 section 3.13.2) 
Revolution Extreme was select for the backend subsystem for the following reasons: 

 Its unique approach of automated data warehouse generation significantly speeds up 
and simplifies the data integration process, which is arguably the hardest part of any 
high quality BI solution. This results in increased end-user acceptance, shorter 
development cycles and higher trust in the data. 

 As it seamlessly integrates will all Microsoft BI components, it can be connected to a 
wide variety of data sources as well as a wide range of front end systems. It is 
therefore independent of front end and data sources. 

Therefore, the research background has been focused on the overall context of the 
subcomponent, best practices for the logging information and reporting tools for the 
implementation of the Report Manager subcomponent.  

In consequence, for the implementation and the overall approach of the current prototype, 
the following papers have been researched and taken into consideration: 
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 Source Subcomponent Description 

[SHS14] Sharma, A.Sood, M., “Utilizing materialized 
views to formulate business intelligence”, Parallel, 
Distributed and Grid Computing (PDGC), 2014 
International Conference  

General This paper has been 
considered in an overall 
context of the subcomponent 

[FZH14] Qiang Fu, Jieming Zhu, Wenlu Hu, Jian-Guang 
Lou, Rui Ding, Qingwei Lin, Dongmei Zhang, and Tao 
Xie. Where Do Developers Log? An Empirical Study on 
Logging Practices in Industry. In Proceedings of the 
36th International Conference on Software Engineering 
(ICSE 2014), Software Engineering In Practice, 
Hyderabad, India, May 2014. 

ETL, data 
capturing 

This paper has been 
considered in order to 
determine best practices for 
logging information and use 
them to implement the 
generation of test data to build 
the 1

st
 prototype approach for 

BI 

[ZHD13] Dongmei Zhang, Shi Han, Yingnong Dang, 
Jian-Guang Lou, Haidong Zhang, and Tao Xie. Software 
Analytics in Practice. IEEE Software, Special Issue on 
the Many Faces of Software Analytics, 
September/October 2013. 

General This paper has been 
considered in an overall 
context of the component 

[VEC15] Vera García, Antonio C., “Análisis de 
herramientas BI en el mercado actual”, January 2015 

Report Manager This paper has been 
considered in the evaluation of 
the Reporting Tools 

[ROJ09] Roland Bouman, Jos van Dongen. “Pentaho 
Solutions Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing 
with Pentaho and MySQL” , Indianapolis, Indiana, 2009 

Report Manager This paper has been 
considered in the evaluation of 
the Reporting Tools 

[FFG15] FOEBEL FLORIAN, FRIEDMANN BJOERN, 
GRUSCHKO BORIS, MOHR CHRISTIAN, STRENGE 
MARTIN, ZORN SASCHA, “Accessing Single Entities In 
ODATA Entity Sets”, May 2015 

ETL This paper has been 
considered in the evaluation of 
the Communication System 
with other SAM Components. 

Figure 108: Research Background of the BI Subcomponent 

6.7 Target Performance 

For this component, the following KPI have been defined: 

Topic Description Target KPI 

Ease of Use Ease of use is an important topic and performance 
indicator for this component. Each component 
owner of the SAM consortium will be asked to 
provide feedback regarding the usage of this 
component, especially the user partners 

90% of BI reporting requirements 
addressed with no specific need for 
user training or manuals 

Availability The BI subcomponent should provide high 
availability especially in the ETL subcomponent in 
order to provide proper history capabilities and not 
lose any data snapshot. Since this is a prototype 
version and this component is one of many, we 
strive for good prototype-level availability 

From the provision of the second 
prototype version onward, the 
availability shall be 90% or higher 

Processing 
Performance 

The BI subcomponent should be able to provide 
sufficient performance regardless of the data to be 
imported. In BI, the ETL works in a periodic way, 
and as such, it is not providing real time data, 
although it must be assured that a complete data 
import, transformation and storage cycle will be 
finished on time 

Processing output should include the 
complete information until the last day 
before the processing 

Figure 109: Target Performance BI 
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6.8 Summary 

As has been described in this section, the first and second iterations of the SAM Business 
Intelligence (BI) subcomponent have been implemented successfully. Extract-Transform-
Load (ETL) functions and the Data Warehouse (DWH) have been implemented with the 
Microsoft BI stack, consisting of Microsoft Integration Services, Microsoft SQL Server, and 
Microsoft Analyzer Services. 

This stack has been created with Revolution Extreme which provides a simple way for 
defining the different components. Since the other SAM components have not been 
available to provide input data to the BI subcomponent during the development of the 
second prototype, the existing input database containing simulated input data, which 
correspond to the BI data model and act as test input to the BI system, has been still used.  

eazyBI has been integrated in the second iteration of the SAM BI subcomponent in order 
to generate and view Business Intelligence reports directly from the SAM dashboard and it 
has been integrated with the Marketplace. Some of data sources, including the database 
mentioned above, have been added and tested successfully with eazyBI. Several 
Business Intelligence reports have been created with different chart types which constitute 
examples for different use cases of this component.   
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7 Social Mining 

This section describes the second prototype of the Social Mining subcomponent. Together 
with the BI subcomponent described in the previous section, this subcomponent completes 
the Analytics component of SAM. 

7.1 Scope and Relationship 

As part of the Analytics component, the Social Mining subcomponent is responsible for 
processing User Generated Content (UGC) by using Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
technologies. To carry out the tasks of this subcomponent, it interacts with the Social 
Components for retrieving UGC. After that, the Social Mining controller performs different 
actions to provide the BI subcomponent with sentiment analysis, content characterisation 
and summarisation functionalities from the Semantic Services. Figure 110 shows the 
different Social Mining subcomponents, the logical connections that have been established 
between them, and the relationship with other components and actors in the SAM 
Platform. 

 

Figure 110: Social Mining Subcomponents and Relationships 

The Social Mining subcomponent is further divided into three subcomponents which 
address the tasks described in Figure 111 and Figure 112. Unlike the previous prototype, 
in the current version of this module all tasks have been developed, and their expected 
behaviour has been documented by interfaces including input and output schemas. 

The first prototype of the Social Mining subcomponent included the code necessary to 
consume Sentiment Analysis functionalities provided by the Semantic Services 
component. This implementation consisted on adapting the Sentiment Analysis 
subcomponent functionalities to the requirements of the Business Intelligence reports, 
identifying sentiment polarities from a given set of user comments. This implementation 
took the form of a RESTful interface that can be queried by the Business Intelligence 
subcomponent. Next figure shows a description of the tasks implemented: 

< component > 
Semantic Services 

< subcomponent > 
Social Mining 

< subcomponent > 
Business  

Intelligence 

< subcomponent > 
Characterization  

Controller 

< subcomponent > 
Sentiment  

Analysis  
Controller 

< subcomponent > 
Social Mining  

Controller 

< component > 
Social Components 
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Subcomponent Task 

Social Mining Controller Invokes and controls (by means of the Sentiment Analysis Controller) sentiment 
analysis functionalities from the Semantic Services component to extract 
sentiment and emotion features from UGC 

Figure 111: Tasks Implemented in the First Prototype of the Social Mining 
Subcomponent 

In the second prototype three new tasks were carried out. Since the aim of the Social 
Mining subcomponent is to analyse UGC related to specific Assets from a semantic and a 
sentiment analysis perspective, mechanisms to query UGC from the Social Components 
were implemented. The Social Mining subcomponent provides the following functionalities, 
which are reused from the Semantic Services component by web services: 

 Sentiment Analysis: In the first version of the Social Mining subcomponent this 
functionality provided sentiment polarities expressed in a given text. In this second 
prototype, this functionality also identifies emotions 

 Data Characterisation: The implementation of this functionality was completed in this 
second prototype, providing the possibility to identify Assets mentioned in UGC 

 Text Summarisation: This functionality, implemented in the second prototype, 
summarises the amount of UGC available to a reduce set keeping the most relevant 
ones 

In order to provide these functionalities to the BI subcomponent, two RESTful interfaces 
were implemented and configured in the Interconnection Bus. These interfaces are 
Processing Social Data (see Section 7.4.1.1) and Summarising Social Data (see Section 
7.4.1.2). 

A summary of the tasks carried out in the second version of the Social Mining prototype is 
shown in the following table: 

Subcomponent Task 

Social Mining Controller  Retrieve UGC related to an Asset for further processing by other methods 
defined in the Social Mining Controller 

 Invoke and control (by means of the Characterisation Controller) content 
characterisation functionalities from the Semantic Services component to 
retrieve related Assets from UGC 

 Invoke and control (by means of the Sentiment Analysis Controller) 
summarisation functionalities from the Semantic Services component to 
summarise large amounts of UGC 

Figure 112: Tasks Implemented in the Second Prototype of the Social Mining 
Subcomponent 

7.2 Requirements and Preparations 

This section provides information on technical and non-technical requirements for 
developers, as well as software prerequisites for the installation of the Social Mining 
subcomponent. 

To create a new Social Mining instance, both Oracle Java 7 and Apache Tomcat 8.0 are 
required. This subcomponent provides two RESTful interfaces that need to be deployed on 

the web application server: socialmining/processsocialdata and 

socialmining/summarise. Developers can access the RESTful interfaces 

programmatically as well as via the documentation demo web pages (see Section 7.4). 
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Note that only the interfaces of the Social Mining Controller will be provided externally and 
the rest of the functionalities will be internal to the subcomponent. 

7.3 Installation (Deployment) 

The installation procedure is the same described in the previous version of this deliverable 
(D6.9.1) except for step 3 (see below). Currently, the deployment is carried out using the 
Jenkins Continuous Integration Server provided by the SAM Consortium. For the Social 
Mining subcomponent, a Jenkins integration project has been created and configured to 
build and deploy each subcomponent in Apache Tomcat 8.0. The set up steps are the 
following:31 

1. Make sure to have Apache Tomcat 8.0, Oracle Java 1.7 and Ant 1.7.132 installed on 
the device 

2. Download the sources from the SAM Git repository 

3. Edit the file host.properties adding a new line: [serverURL:portNumber], 

where serverName is the internal name of the server and serverURL:portNumber 

corresponds to the URL of the Tomcat web and its port number 

4. Execute the following command-line [root_directory_path] ant, where 

root_directory_path refers the path of the project’s root directory 

5. Step 4 will produce a new file named [projectName].war inside the dist 

directory, which will be assigned the same name of the project. This file will constitute 
the Web application ARchive (WAR) of the current web project 

6. Finally, to deploy the WAR file in the web server application, it is necessary to go 

through the administration console of the Tomcat server, select the option deploy 

application and then select the file [projectName].war created in the previous 

step 

7.4 Execution and Usage 

This section explains how to use the Social Mining subcomponent with the available 
interfaces. In this description, it is assumed that the general usage of RESTful interfaces is 
familiar to the reader. As mentioned before, a description and an example are provided for 
each interface. Each description is presented as a screenshot which includes all 
necessary data requests, response parameters and their expected types and values. 

The Social Mining functionalities will be accessible through two RESTful interfaces: 

socialmining/processsocialdata and socialmining/summarise. The first one 

will enable invoking sentiment analysis and semantic functionalities of the Semantic 
Services component, extracting features from the UGC related to an Asset from the Social 
Components. The second one will enable the invocation of text summarisation from the 
Semantic Services to summarise large amounts of Asset’s UGC from the Social 
Components. 

All of the functionalities mentioned above are working and have been documented in the 
current prototype. The following sections describe details for accessing these interfaces. 

                                            
31

 The requirements for setting up the web application are: Apache Tomcat 8.0, Java 7 and Ant 1.7.1. 
32

 http://ant.apache.org/ 
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 Processing Social Data 7.4.1.1

This interface is part of the Social Mining Controller. The second prototype provides a 
RESTful interface for retrieving UGC related to a specific Asset (by querying the Social 
Components), extracting sentiment and semantic features from them by means of the 
functionalities provided by the Semantic Services component, and also obtaining social 
community data useful for further social mining analysis. The documentation demo page 
for this service can be accessed in the following URL: 

http://localhost:8080/SocialMining/doc/#!/socialmining/processsocialdata 

A screenshot of this documentation page is shown on Figure 113. In the Parameters 

section of this demo page, the body textbox can be filled with a JSON example. The Try 

it out! button executes the service. 
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Figure 113: Processing Social Data RESTful Interface 
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Unlike in the first prototype, the RESTful interfaces have been modified to operate as GET 
methods instead of POST methods. That means that every attribute included into the 
JSON input before, is now an individual parameter of a GET call. 

The data input to the service processsocialdata contains all required information 

(listed below) for retrieving UGC associated to a specific Asset from the Social 
Components. Furthermore, this data input includes analysis parameters (i.e. 

subjectList and listOfTechniques) to carry out sentiment analysis and extraction 

of semantic features from UGC and specific subjects by using the Semantic Services 
functionalities. The inputs required by this service are the following: 

 assetIDs: List of Asset identifiers, in order to retrieve UGC associated to them from 

the Social Components. Example: “assetIDs=sam:58b33dd4-c3c6-4a1c-af92-

fdc9149b155e&assetIDs=sam:92fe22ff-eb18-4d3e-afc6-ee3e061dd793”. 

 subjectList: List of subjects to evaluate in the UGC obtained for the Assets. 

Example: "subjectList=Mad_Mikelsen&subjectList=James_Bond" 

 listOfTechniques: List of the techniques to apply. These can be 

"semanticFeatures" (to apply the detection of Asset mentioned in UGC) or 

"sentimentFeatures" (to apply the sentiment polarity classification as well as the 

detection of emotion expressions in UGC). For using the GET RESTful interface follow 
the previous examples. 

 analysisDepth: Integer value to set the depth level of analysis desired for the Asset 

structure. In this way, the UGC related to Assets that are part of complex Assets can 
be retrieved as well. This functionality is currently under development. For using the 
GET RESTful interface follow the previous examples. 

 startDate: UGC for a specific time span can be retrieved from the Social 

Components. This JSON attribute represents the starting date of this period. The 

format to encode a date is the following: EEE, dd MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss zzz. 

Example: “startDate=Tue, 29 Sep 2015 10:13:21 GMT”.  

 endDate: Value that represents the end date of the period to retrieve UGC. The format 

is the same described for startDate. 

Continuing with the demo description, the section Response Messages provides 

information on possible responses provided by the service when it has been executed 

(Successful operation, Object not found, Fatal error, etc.). Figure 114 

shows an input example for this GET RESTful service interface. For those parameters that 
require a list of values, the assignment must be done for every value in the list (e.g. 

AssetIDs, subjectList and listOfTechniques). 

assetIDs=sam:58b33dd4-c3c6-4a1c-af92-fdc9149b155e&assetIDs=sam:92fe22ff-eb18-

4d3e-afc6-ee3e061dd793 

subjectList=Mad_Mikelsen&subjectList=James_Bond 

listOfTechniques=semanticFeatures&listOfTechniques=sentimentFeatures 

analysisDepth=0 

startDate=Tue, 20 Sep 2015 10:13:21 GMT 

endDate=Tue, 29 Sep 2015 10:13:21 GMT 

Figure 114: Input Example for processsocialdata 

As a result of processing UGC by the processsocialdata method, a JSON object is 

returned following the structure in Figure 115. This output object contains relevant 
attributes for the BI subcomponent: identifiers of the users that produced the comments 
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(userID); geolocation data (geographicalArea), including the longitude and 

latitude where the comment was posted; a set of attributes that profile every user 

comment (commentAnalysis), including an identifier of the user comment in the platform 

(commentID), datetime value in which the user comment was posted 

(publicationDate), a set of attributes to identify the social community in which the 

comment was posted (target), an identifier of the social community (groupID), the 

name of the social community (displayName), and its size (all user involved into the 

social community).  

The semanticFeatures technique includes a set of semantic features discovered after 

processing the user comments: subject (set as part of the subject list in the input shown 

in Figure 114) indicates the named entity involved  in the UGC from which some Assets 

are semantically related, relatedAssets is a list of Assets related to the text analysed, 

and a confidence value that indicates the confidence level of the system in the 

relevance of the Assets suggested.  

Regarding the sentimentFeatures technique, a group of sentiment analysis features 

can be identified being able to know the sentiment polarity and the emotion spread in a 

UGC and also with respect to a specific subject. For instance, for a subject, the 

sentiment polarity (sentimentPolarity), its intensity and a list of emotion labels 

(emotioLabels) related to it are obtained. 

Figure 115 shows an example of the processsocialdata output being able to extract 

valuable data such as user data (e.g. userID and geographicalArea), information 

about the user’s comments (e.g. commentID, publicationDate, and target), data 

semantically extracted from the user comments like Assets mentioned (e.g. 

relatedAssets and the attributes that the Assets involves) and sentiment information 

(sentimentFeatures) such as the sentiment polarity and emotions spread in each user 

comment. 

[ 

  { 

    "userID": "444095809", 

    "geographicalArea": { 

     "longitude": 12.34, 

     "latitude": 56.78 }, 

    "commentAnalysis": [ 

      { 

        "commentID": "222077753", 

        "publicationDate": "Tue, 29 Sep 2015 08:11:23 GMT", 

        "target": { 

          "groupID": "groupID3686", 

          "displayName": "Group4338", 

          "size": 308 

        }, 

        "semanticFeatures": [ 

          { 

            "relatedAssets": [ 

              { 

               "subject": Cinema, 

                "title": "Russian and Soviet National Cinema", 

                "assetID": "sam:ea973b1f-3791-464c-8d6d-5fb01c813a6b", 

                "type": [ 

                  "BOOK" 
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                ], 

                "confidence": 0.28043544 

              }, 

              { 

                "subject": Cinema, 

                "title": "Black American Cinema Reconsidered", 

                "assetID": "sam:1c2d6ae0-ba95-45e8-97a4-8a52aa2032ba", 

                "type": [ 

                  "BOOK" 

                ], 

                "confidence": 0.21287242 

              } 

            ] 

          } 

        ], 

        "sentimentFeatures": { 

          "sentimentAttributes": [ 

            [ 

              { 

                "subject": "OVERALL", 

                "intensity": 0.7085529, 

                "emotionLabels": [ 

                  "shame" 

                ], 

                "sentimentPolarity": "positive" 

              }, 

        { 

                "subject": " Cinema", 

                "intensity": 0.5085529, 

                "emotionLabels": [ 

                  "shame" 

                ], 

                "sentimentPolarity": "positive" 

              } 

 

            ] 

          ] 

        } 

      } 

    ] 

  } 

]  

Figure 115: Output JSON Example of processsocialdata  

 Summarising Social Data 7.4.1.2

The Social Mining subcomponent provides, through the Social Mining Controller, a 

RESTful interface socialmining/summarise for text summarisation. This interface 

recovers UGC related to a specific Asset (by querying the Social Components) given its 
identifier, and summarises large amounts of UGC keeping the most representative entries 
by means of the functionalities provided by the Semantic Services component. 

For the second prototype, this subcomponent has been fully implemented and a demo 
web interface is available for testing (see Figure 116). Next steps for that subcomponent 
are described in Section 7.5. The current documentation web of this interface can be found 
at: 
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 http://localhost:8080/SocialMining/doc/#!/socialmining/summarise. 

 

Figure 116: Summarisation RESTful Interface 

Regarding the summarisation service, the inputs required for the module to work are the 
following:  

 assetIDs: List of Asset identifiers (same as for processsocialdata) 

 startDate: Start date of the period to retrieve UGC for (same as 

processsocialdata) 

 endDate: End date of the period to retrieve UGC for (same as processsocialdata) 
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 analysisDepth: Integer value to set the depth level of analysis desired for the Asset 

structure (same as processsocialdata) 

 compressionRatio: Integer value that represents the percentage of compression for 

the UGC. For example, setting “compressionRatio=20” means a reduction of an 

80% of the text processed 

Figure 117 shows an example of every parameter used to call the service for summarising 
UGC related to an Asset. For those parameters that require a list of values, the 

assignment must be done for every value in the list (e.g. AssetIDs). 

assetIDs=sam:58b33dd4-c3c6-4a1c-af92-fdc9149b155e&assetIDs=sam:92fe22ff-eb18-

4d3e-afc6-ee3e061dd793 

analysisDepth=0 

startDate=Tue, 20 Sep 2015 10:13:21 GMT 

endDate=Tue, 29 Sep 2015 10:13:21 GMT 

compressionRatio=20 

Figure 117: Input Example for socialmining/summarise 

As a result, this interface provides a JSON object with an attribute named summary that 

contains the most representative comments from the input UGC (see Figure 118). 

{  “Summary”: “Casino Royale is a great movie. Some of the recent James Bond 

themes are about not trusting anyone. You Know My Name - From James Bond - 

Casino Royale”} 

Figure 118: Output in JSON Format of socialmining/summarise 

7.5 Limitations and Further Developments 

The Social Mining subcomponent makes use of the functionalities provided by the 
Semantic Services component. At this stage of the project, some functionality of the 
Semantic Services is still under development. Because of this, the Social Mining 
subcomponent inherits the limitations of the Semantic Services. Section 5.5 of deliverable 
D4.9.2 “Information Management & Interoperability System” provides further information 
on the limitations and development status of the Semantic Services component. 

In this second prototype, the sentiment analysis (detecting sentiment polarity and 
emotions), characterisation (detecting Assets mentioned in UGC) and summarisation 
functionalities are fully operational, including the process to retrieve UGC related to an 
Asset. In the current prototype, all the functionalities are fully operational and further 
improvements in the underlying algorithms are expected for the next and final version of 
the prototype. 

Figure 119 summarises the tasks planned for the third prototype of the Social Mining 
subcomponent to be delivered in M31. 
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Subcomponent Task 

Social Mining Controller  Studying and improving the sentiment analysis approaches to increase 
the accuracy in the sentiment analysis classification, since the precision of 
the current prototype in the tests carried out is 65.5% and 88.6% on 
informal and formal texts respectively 

 Studying and improving the sentiment analysis approaches to increase 
the accuracy on emotion detection, since the precision of the current 
approach in the tests carried out is 34% (although low, this value is very 
close to the state of the art systems) 

 Studying new ways to improve the summarisation service in order to 
adapt the current text summarisation approach to the Social TV context 

Figure 119: Tasks Planned for the Third Prototype 

7.6 Research Background 

Social Mining functionalities rely on the Semantic Services component. The research 
background for the Semantic Services component is described in Section 5.6 of 
deliverable D4.9.2. 

7.7 Target Performance 

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the performance of the system depends on the 
functionalities provided by the Semantic Services. Thus, the KPI that affect the Social 
Mining subcomponent are described in Section 5.7 of deliverable D4.9.2. 

7.8 Summary 

This section provides a description of the second prototype of the Social Mining 
subcomponent developed in task T6.4 “Business Intelligence and Social Mining”. This 
prototype is the second of the three iterations planned for this subcomponent. 

The requirements necessary for developers in order to manage the Social Mining 
subcomponent have been described, including installation and deployment instructions. 
Additionally, a web documentation page for every interface specifications has been 
provided. 

The last subsections have been dedicated to describe the limitations of the current 
prototype which relies on the Semantic Services component, also describing the next 
steps considered for the third version of the prototype, which will be delivered in M31. 
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8 Document Summary 

This deliverable is the second iteration of deliverable D6.9. It provides information about 
the software prototypes developed in Work Package 6 for delivery at the end of the second 
prototyping iteration. 

The deliverable provides information on the following tasks: 

 T6.2 “Context-Based Dynamic Communities Creation” (Sections 3 and 4) 

 T6.3 “Social Interaction Core Component” (Section 5) 

 T6.4 “Business Intelligence and Social Mining” (Sections 6 and 7) 

For each task, the following information has been provided: 

 Scope of the pilot implementation, its purpose and the main relationships with other 
modules implemented in the first prototype 

 Information needed to use the prototype implementations in terms of technical and 
non-technical prerequisites 

 Steps needed to install, run and interact with the prototype implementations 

 Prototype limitations and planned improvements and additions in the third prototype 

 Research activities carried out as part of the prototyping activities 

 Performance targets which the final prototype implementations are expected to meet 

This deliverable will be superseded by D6.9.3, which will report on the status of the results 
of the third and final prototype implementations of all components that are being 
developed in Work Package 6. 
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